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in the stock of subsidiary companies.
This distribution,.' SI further understand, is ordered ''to be effected on a
pro rata basis of apportionment. That
is to say the heaviest holders, of
Standard Oil stock would receive a
proportional number of shares in the
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at the last moment, the advisability of waiting until he could
hear from citizens of the territory,
who are well' acquainted with men
and affairs here, aB' to who would be
the best man for. the place. I thought
he seemed disposed'' to follow such a
course. Personally I have not been
at any time a candidate for the governorship, although, naturally, I can
not prevent the people, saying what
they choose about the matter. I be- liera the president is desirous of ap
Mexico to
pointing a resident of "New
;
the position."
upon him

OF
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22, 1909
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stock of subsidiary companies.
Mr. Eliot was asked what course
tl company would- - adopt if the ver-Ct of the lower court should be up-Vld in the higher court.
"That," he said, "is something I
shall be better prepared to discuss
:
when I have seen the opinion by
court
which th United States circuit
The dispatch to the Chicago Jour
Justifies its decree."
I
OF
OFFICERS AND
nal under date of November 20th, in BRAVERY
CERTAIN
Henry Wellman, who represents UNITED STATES NOT SATISFIED NOW SEEMS
AS- AND COUNSEL
OFFICIALS
which it is stated that Judge Abbott
general' of Missouri in
PREVENTS HOLO
CREW
the
attorney
LOST
OF
WAS
EXPLANATION
WITH
NOURMAHAL
TOUNDED BY COURT DE'
has been selected as the successor of
that state's suit against the Standard
CAUST
AT SEA ,
NICARAGUA
.
exe
CISION
examGovernor Curry as' territorial
the
conducted
Oil company and
cut.ive, reads
ination in New York of the officers
"Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquer- ONLY SIX
of the company takes a view similar RELATIONS
STRAINED
STILL
SIGHTED
CONFERENCE IS CALLED to that expressed by Mr. Elliot. He
WEJUyXJUEED
quer will succeed George Curry as
WRECKAOEJS
New Mexico. Judge Ab
governor
Bums up the situation as "theoretical
'
bott was summoned to Washington ONE HUNDRED
'
EIGHTY
AND
victory."
AND
DEMANDS HOPE FOR COL. ASTOR
STATE DEPARTMENT
EFFECT
TO TALK OVER
MEET
by telegraph, arriving at the capital
"I cannot see," he said, " that any
LANDED.
;
PASSENGERS
THREE
EXECUTING
FOR
REASON
BUT
ALL
HIS
SON
he
several
last Monday, and for
days
OF SATURDAY'S
practical effect is to be expected. It
"
SAFELY
.
AMERICANS
held conference wtih President Taft
'
seems as if the best the government
OPINION
Postmaster General Hitchcock and At
can do is to order the sale of the
Wickersham. The
torney General
property, and in that case the money,
HURRICANE president urged him to accept the ap INVESTIGATING TBE DISASTER
to the present stock- CRUISERS NOW EN ROUTE SAILED DURING
goes
PLAN FUTURE COURSE of course,
"
pointment as governor, and Judge
holders in some form or another.
Abbott consented
There is no confiscation, no punishT
HASTENING WITH ALL POSSIBLE LAST
SEEN OF SUPPOSED ILL- "Judge Abbott is a Massachusetts STRONG SUSPICION THAT pis
J, D. ARCHBOLD ment as there would be in the case of .
or
INCENDIARY
a
OF
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man.
CRAFT"
Haver
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He also is resident
SPEED TO SCENE OF
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criminal proceedings with the impoWANTS SHERMAN
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hill and was a fellow townsman of
.. .origin
TROUBLE
sition of a big fine.
VEMBER 12TH
ACT REPEALED
Associate Justice Moody when he was
"The case is similar to that of the
u- appointed to" a vacancy to the
coal roads which were forced to sepLos Angeles, Calif., Nov. 22. With
Washington, Nov. 22. It remains
San Domingo, Nov. 22. It Beems preme court of New Mexico. The
New York, Nov. 22. Conferences arate from their coal "business and it
for the next day or two to show
the arrival here last night of one hun
" the
now
him
last
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that
decision
at
if
the
yacht
even
and
officials
Beverly
between the
president
leading is difficult to see,
whether the relations between Nica very probable
passengers of.
dred and eighty-threcounsel for the Standard Oil com- is, upheld by the supreme court, how ragua and the United States, now Nourmahal, with Colonel John Jacob summer and was so favorably im the
steamer St Crlox, who
con
that
m. Vincent, on board. Pressed with his personality
on a desolate
pany were held here today to begin the government can prevent the re- strained almost to the breaking point, Aatnr nH T,l
'
wnen uovernor uurry resigned na.ue- - spent Saturday night
, the. work of outlining
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course of action, following Saturday's maining in the same hands, ven if it
the burning vessel, facts of the mysThis government has not accepted hurlcane. The Nourmahal sailed from
The newa of tha presiaenf8 acti0n terious
decision in the government suit to is split up into itsen constituent prop-- 1 the
sea catastrophe began to de--,
explanation of Nicaragua regard- here on. November 12th during the has been so closely guarded that pnly
the case in
have the company declared a combina perties. This has-being the execution of Groce and Can hurricane!
a few persons know about it and velop.
j
tion in restraint of trade. Vice-Preevery suit in the past in which the non, and the state
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is at
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act, for under that
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law it Is not only Impossible for any ever.
theory. apparently the fire startapproval of President Taft and Amer- Saona, in thfr path of vessels proceed-inunder the that
while
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laboring
"
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second
corporation to transact business, but
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ican cruisers are now speeding toeast from here for Porto Rico.
influence of too much "high life," was near th
may also be attack- EARLY CONSTRUCTION OF
auor lockers. The ammrer.ia
ward Nicaragua. The gunboat Vlcks-bur- The steamer Caracas, which arriv
and.
ed. I believe the officials at Washinginto
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night
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custody
been damaged shortly y
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even
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Carter, of Montana, chairman of the
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enough
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ment wireless operator
Ordered Outfitted.
San
that opinion."
senate committee on irrigation, will 'Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. '
amuslng lncldent in the course flames.
Effect of Verdict "
endeavor to have "funds raised Jor orders were received here '
MflU'LU LaiT'ClAT
Mortimer F. Eliot,- - general counsel the
today for tno'thing of the presence of this yacht
as soon as possible
the outfitting of the gunboats Pa- - At the same time he volunteered the 1 .. .. . .
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.
were injtfred, but this small
for the Standard Oil company, said of completion
persons
tne
of
project
every Irrigation
"
ducah and Dubuque, preparatory to Information that a large yacht was T
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in commenting for the first time on government
,
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list was due to the coolness
reclamation service now
t uuju pni vaac vi, a iuuvu ouu icyiuicu casualty
and bravery of the officers and mem- -'
the decision against the company under way in the west. The reclama- their return to the Carribean sta there, but that it belonged to a Cub to
Meridian
restaurant.
the
Before
an planter.
handed down Saturday by the United tion funds are short, and Senator tion.
he could be served, however, he went bers of, the crew, who preserved ord
States circuit at St. Paul:
Carter proposes to have the secretary
to sleep at the counter and was not er, saw the women and children
"I have seen what purports to be of the interior, Richard A. Ballinger,
disturbed by the night clerk at the loaded into the life boats first and
the text of the decree handed down issue warrants for ten million dol
spoke reassuringly to the passengeiw.x
restaurant. .
by the United States circuit court lars, to be honored by the national
When Foley awoke he was minus The sea was calm and the boats landSaturday. The company will take an treasury, the same to be repaid as
a coat and accused the clerk of steal ed safely.
immediate appeal to the United States soon as the money is paid back from
it He became much enraged, and
ing
supreme court and will cheerfully the irrigation
Senator
,
enterprises.
the clerk" called an officer and had TERRITORIAL DISTRICT
abide by the verdict of the highest Carter also favors a change in the
COURT BEGINS SESSION
taken Into custody. After giv
Foley
court In the land, whatever that may present law requiring ten equal pay
The territorial V(fistHct . court for
ing bond Foley thought it best to re
be,
ments for the land, and would have
so went back to his room aeain San Miguel county convened this
tire,
Cherry, 111., Nov. 22. Two explor is being retarded by a conflict of au- - and upon arriving there, found his morning at the court Uioib on the
'Arguments in the case began last a system of graduated payments, small
April and we are glad to have reach- at first-an- d
ing parties in the St. Paul mine ear thority between the coal company and I coat where he had left it lying on West Side, Chief Justif
larger later.
y iJU''i
ed an opinion. I don't mean we are
Borah Tells of Plan. .
ly today found Indications that' led the state officials resulted in a series the bed or more likely on the floor. presiding. ,&-f'- f
,"
pleased with the opinion itself, but
come
Washington, Nov. 22. SenatofBor- them to believe a large number of of conferences last night Captain
in'The day was' KPenL
Foley's case will
up for
we are glad to get It whatever its ah, of Idaho, who was in the west living men are in the last and most
of the national guard, went ing tomorrow before Justice of the grand and
petit Jurlei. Jbi.were ex- K j:
nature.
with the Senate committee on irriga distant workings. The searchers were to w. w. Taylor, manager of the coal i Peace D. R. Murray.
to be completed today, so that
(
pected
"The decree does not order a dis- tion. wag a White House visitor to able to pass far into the galleries, company, and told him if the reports . Eusablo Gallegos as a consequence the trial of cases
inight begin with
solution of the Standard Oil company; day. It is understood the committee and their hope springs from the fact tnat the work of rescue was being of having too much booze aboard Sat the opening of court tomorrow
morn
con
to
to
where
that
find a nampered by a conflict of authority urday night also appeared
that is a misunderstanding. What the has decided to recommend
they expected
before ing.
decree orders, as I now understand it, gress a bond issue of from thirty to large number' of dead, none were dis- were true, that Governor Deneen Judge Murray this morning and In de
The present term of court will be
is that the company shall distribute forty million dollars for the immedi covered. Nearly two hundred men are would be asked to appoint a supreme fault of the usual "wherewith" to pay, shorter than usual. Jo cases of par
o
thirty-twstill
unaccounted
at
for.
s
of
least
handed the usual eight days on ticular importance are scheduled to
auinorny at tne mine. Manager
among its stockholders of whom there ate completion
. The
"
tidings of thisdiscovery were lor assured the officer that nothing the city chain gang.
re approximately 5,000, its holdings approved project.
come up for trial, i '
relayed rapidly to those in waiting in but technical conflicts had taken
the chilling rain and snow about the place.
V
mine shaft and hope, which had reHAU
ceded to the lowest ebb, was again TY COBB FINED S100
-4,
revived. There are a number of Scotch
FOR ASSAULTING MAN
miners still in the mine and the faith
in their ability to take care of themCleveland, O., Nov. 22. "Ty" Cobb,
selves and their companions, is now the famous outfielder of the Detroit
held by the mine officials as well as American league club, was today
by the relatives of those still miss- fined $100 and costs, for assaulting
.
ueorge sstanneia, nignt watenman in
An arrest which may develop some
of the Springer and in a very short time ing.
Just what Quintana kirWs, if any
The large establishment
Rescuers coming to the surface at a local hotel, on the ocasion of De- important revelations in the shocking thing, could not be iearhed today.
1
Florsheim Mercanttfe company at posses were organized and began the noon,
reported live rats had been
There-seem- s
wKvtmuu, oi.au- - murder some weeks ago, of Miss
k,Tt,i.
to be a disposition on
Telegrams discovered
Springer Colfax county, was broken search for the. robbers
a
in
was
porstabbed
a
explored
during
fight. iIe Hatton, daughter of a well known the part of those connected with
Into Saturday night and a wholesale were also sent up and down the San- tion of the mine.newly
the
This increased the Cobb did not have that much money fomiw
at
T.nM
case to keep whatever evidence or
robbery took place. It seems that an ta Fe railway from Trinidad to Al- hope that the men were still alive.
wun
out
court
mm,
tne
him
allowed
ty was made ye8terday ab0ut noon fates that they may have, secret, for
entrance was forced through the east buquerque and all train crews notiReports that the work of rescue W fill VUI, UUU HUB lit? L UUUtS
at La Liendre, eighteen miles south the time being. However, the arrest
door of the establishmentwith a crow fied to lookout for suspicious charactof this city, when Mounted Policeman of Quintana may result in interesting
,
bar. The door was smashed to splint- ers.
No trace has yet been found of the
A. A. Sena of this city arrested Seve- - developments shortly.
ers and showed it had been forced
.
Is
are
f
rlano Quintana, a
but
it
resistance.
The story, of the assault and mu
robbers,
'thought
they
great
cowboy,
open against
who is suspected of knowing some- der of young and pretty Sallia IT. '
The robbers are supposed to be men not far enough away to escape the
ton as she was riding from San
..
in the employ of the railroad com- clutches of the law" unless they sucthing about the case.
Officer Sena turned his prisoner Rosa to, her home in LosTanos,
pany, or men who have been in the ceeded in getting a train out of
f7 '
over to Sergeant W. E. Dudley, of the still fresh in the public mind, as it was
employ of some railroad, pr'obably'the Springer Immediately after the' , robwas
committed.
Mounted Police, who started at once one of the most terrible and cold- I
Santa Fe, as an old pair of overalls bery
,
was found in the store and when pickfor Santa Rosa, overland, with the blooded crimes ever committed in
f
i
ed up a Santa Fe switch key dropped CAR REPAIRER MEETS '
ew Mexico,
Prisoner, arrivinr there thin moraine.
rne body of tLo girl
'
M.
22.
N.
nave
Nor.
on..
based
corment,
T
its Washington
Albuquerque,
WITH SERIOUS MISHAP
from one, of the pockets. The person
Young Quintana was placed in jail horribly, mutilated, was found in a
.Charles Hartden an employe of not been a candidate Tor the gover- respondence, that Judge Abbott will there, where he will be hadd for exam-b- e lonely arroyo and her clothes and
wearing the overalls evidently changthe naxt governor.
ed Jn a hurry, as" one pant leg was the Santa Fe railway company In the norship," was as near as Judge Ira 'A.
ination bv District Attorney Wrieht.
and hqrser were discovered
"I don't know how the report pub- turned Inside out The robbers got ear repairing department, met with Abbott of the Second Judicial district
The Ontln trot Inrn communication later. - The trail, of; the,, murderer apaway with three dozen pistols, raz- an accident this morning while at court, would come" yesterday to deny- lished in, the Chicago Journal could with Santa Rosa this afternoon over peared to lead to, SantaRosa, but i
ors, clothing and other miscellaneous bis labors in the local yards which, ing the Chicago story of his selection have originated," said Judge Abbott, the long distance' 'telephone,
and Biu; ui uaya oi Tireless searchi''"' '
articles.
if not attended to immediately, might for the place. Judge Abbott returned wnen I saw t&e president a short learned that no excitement whatever practically all the
i
residents, M i
on
the California limited i yesterday time before I teft Washington Thurs- - existed there as a result of the arrest Rosa and Lo
Yesterday morning an employee of have resulted seriously. Mr, Hartden
'.
Tanos,
the
: nia"
aay, ne had not Ipome to any condu- - Cf Quintana. In fact nothlne out of covered up 'his tracks so s!
the Santa Fe company at Springer in was at work trimming off a .piece from Washington, where fee was
summoned to confer with the; sion as to who would be appointed the iordinarv .occurred when the sua- - that not a trace of him
passirig the section house there, no- of heavy timber with 'a' sharp' jax,
a'.'
could b?
ticed that it: had been .broken into. when the ax slid off the timber , b president. Secretary Ballingefi ; and, governor of New Mexico. I was"
M charge of Sergeant Dudley, Dudley followed one suppop.
Upon further1 investigation 'it was dis- was cutting and came in contact with Attorney .Genral WickerSham about. ea mj vyasningtonDy a telegram from reached that town this morning. The clear to Hutchrison, Kaa., piil;
covered that a crow bar, sledge ham his leg. The' cut "inflicted Was a yery New, Mexico matters, chiefly tte mat: Attorney, General Wickersham' for OptiCs
correspondent at Santa Rosa he was on a false scent T
mer and five spikes were missing. deep one,' Just below the knee and ter of, a successor to George Curry consultation on matters relating to stated that
Oulntanai had not been ar- - A pitlftil feature of the ,trae
The crow bar was found at the scene while1 there was a great loss of blood, as governor of the territory.
the department of Justice The presl-- rested on suspicion, of bem the ac- - tha' death two weeks
ago of t:
of the Florsheim robbery, but the nothing serious resulted from the
Judge Abbott was shows the Chi- dent however, did me the honor to tual murderer, but onlv becausa tlmae STar father from a broken fcc
are
still accident Mr. Hartden, was taken to cago dispatch of Sunday morning, an- ask for my opinion in regard to vari- - wno are
spikes and sledge hammer
investigating tha case, had lowing
and days of bro
missing. A great stir was caused by his home and will be incapacitated nouncing the publication in tha Chi- ous gentlemen who .had been men- - more or less evidence that he probably over thedays
terrible death of his a.u'
the robbery among the residents - of for work for some days to come.
cago Journal of the positive state tioned for tha governorship. I urged! knew something about the case.
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RAILROADS

ATTORNEY
SHAM

GENERAL
WICKER- FAVORS COMMERCE

C6URT

CCILD

ORDERS

ENFORCE

i

'

Suggest Several Sweeping Amend
ments to Interstate Commerce Law
.
Head of Legal Department
of
Goverment Outlines Views in Ad
dress at Kansas City.
'

the rate and the apportionment there
of among the carriers.
"By providing that it shall he lawful for carriers to unite in fixing a
rate provided the same be filed and
published the question of the reason
ableness of such rate to.be subject
to the other provisions of the act in
like manner as any other, filed and
published rate; the agreement, how
ever, not to amount to a contract to
maintain the rate for any given time,
but each party to have the right to
withdraw from or alter such rate.
"By specifically empowering the
commission to prescribe regulations
under which shippers shall have the
privilege of designating the route ov
er which their shipments shall be
carried.
"By providing that no railroad company shall acquire stock in any com
peting railroad company; and possibly, that no railroad company engaged
ltf interstate commerce shall hold
stock in a competing railroad.
"By providing that no railroad com
pany engaged in interstate commerce
shall issue any additional' stock or
bonds except with the approval of
the commission, and for a price not
less than par for stock, and not less
than the reasonable market value for
bonds.
"These modifications in the act
would, it is believed, make it an effective measure for securing reason
ableness of rates and fairness of
practices in the operation of inter
state railroad lines."

Modification of the interstate com
merce act In order to secure reasonableness of rates to all and fairness
of practices In the operation of In
terstate railways was suggested by
Attorney General George W. Wicker- sham, of the United States, in an address he delivered recently at Kansas
. City.
.
, : Mr.
Wlckersham advocated a na-tlonal Incorporation law and said that
should such a law demonstrate
its
value it might be wise ultimately to
v prohibit state corporations from en'
gaging in interstate commerce.
"For the purpose," said Mr. Wlck RAILROAD NOTES
ersham, "of preventing the conflict of
Fireman P. N. Marx has reported
decisions and the delays and uncer-tainti- for
duty on engine No." 1600.
in the enforcement of the In-R. R. Green has laid down
Fireman
wmcn
now
w.ierstaie laws
exist, u is the
a trip, figuring on rest
for
scoop
proposed to create a special tribunal
f
to be known as thejCommerce court, ing up a bit.
Fireman W. B. Beath is a new man
In which J shall be exclusively vested
.n all the jui isdlction now possessed by on the list of "Scoop artists" on the
the circuit courts of appeals of the Raton division.
United States with respect to the en-- ,
Engineer Clarence Roberts was up
forcement or review of orders and from Lamy yesterday, spending Sundecrees of the interstate commerce day with his family.. commission.
Conductor W. F. Hetzler and crew
"For the purpose of removing, the had charge of first No. 1 out of this
commission from the position of pros- place yesterday afternoon.
ecutor or litigant, it la proposed that
Engineer Chas. Warner who has
all proceedings to enforce or defend been
off duty for the past week, Is
orders of the interstate commerce
lined up as ready for duty.
again
commission be conflicted by the deConductor J. H. Swallow of the third
..'
Justlcof
partment
"Further suggesi ns of the presl-den- t district, was sent to Raton yesterday
are that the i rotate commerce afternoon with a long drag of sixty
cars.
act be amended as? allows:
Fireman G. C. Palmer is making
the
commission
ti:
,'. "By providing
eml
",d to review the cinders fly on passenger engine
,',le specifically boti
classifications,
w, To item and No. 1225 while Fireman H. A. Harvey
J 4
Is oft duty.
.
,
grouping.,..,
R. J. SnowdeiO special agent for
"By providing that whenever a new
rate or ci as sin cation is mea, me com- the Santa Fe company, was in the
mission may by order postpone . the city yesterday from his headquarters
date when it is to take effect,
in La Junta, Colo.
tiht
'Ti.Wry, dayjua&gj&a
Conductor Hereford and crew load
date of such order (A) ... complaint ed 22 care of sheep out of the local
he filed against such rate or classifica- stock yards yesterday for Denver and
tion, or (B) the commission itself other Colorado points.
shall Institute an Inquiry into a reaBrakeman W. E. Flaherty who has
sonableness of the rate or classific- been on the sick list for the past
'
ation.
week Is again able to 'take up the
By providing that, the commission brake club and lantern.
may suspend, modify or annul any
Engineer Wm. Trainer Is handling
changes in regulations that Impose engine No. 1225 for a few days while
undue burdens on shippers.
Engineer Harry Hartley la marked up
"By providing that the commission on the "off duty" board.
motion
own
on
its
either
may proceed
Roy Chapell who Is employed in the
or upon complaint filed with ft,
local shops and who was sent to the
"By spefslcaHy empowering the
commlBsltff on the application of one hospital here recently quite 111, Is recarrier ot of an. Individual or at the ported as getting along nicely.
:4 tne commission itself, to
Engineer Gus Peterson was mark45t
con V v. 'Acting' carriers to unite ed up on the oft duty list today, Enthrough rate and to fix gineer Sam de Mott being lined up
in on engine No. 927 In his place.
Engineer H. W. Whltlock is off duty
for a few days getting his mother located here. Mrs. Whltlock arrived In
the city Saturday evening from the
south.
Conductor C. A. Bruce who has
been off duty for the past three
weeks visiting in Chicago, has returned to Las Vegas and Is again
back in service.
. Engineer "Fighting
Bob" Evans
who has handled engine 2012 "The
Goat," in the local yards for the
past two years on the day shift, ena day of leisure today.
For Benefit of Women who joyed
Tardmaster A. H. Hazlett is
Night
Sailer from Female Ills - off duty for a few days and is visiting in Hebron, N. M. F.T.Devine is
Mlnneolis, Minn. "I was a gTeat looking after the yard force at night
sufferer from female troubles which
during Mr. Hazletfs absence.
I caused a weakness
i
Engineer George Sells has been
and broken down
condition of the assigned to regular duty on engine
system. I read so No. 1646, bumping Engineer Fish-bur- n
much of what Lydia
who has been at the throttle on
E. Pinkham's Vegfor some time past
that
engine
etable Compound
Conductor J. W. Burks who has
had done for other
Buffering women I charge of the work train at
felt sure it would came up Saturday night and Lamy,
spent
help me, and I must aunaay wun nis
family here, returnsay it did help' me
wonderfully.
My ing to Lamy on No. 9 last night
i
J pains all leit me. I C. A. Cenno one of the operators
raw stronger, and within three months in the local offices, was sent to Al
a perfectly well woman.
I was
MI want this letter made public to buquerque yesterday, relieving H. F.
.
ow the benefit women may derive McCarthy, who has been transferred
1 om
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable from the Duke City up here for duty,
compound." Mrs. JohnG. Moldan,
Joe WIeslnger of the day Inspect"116 Second St, North, Minneapolis,
.....
Limn. .'
ors' gang In the local yards, has tak
Thousands of unsolicited and genu- en a seven days' leave of absence
ine testimonials like the above prove and
gone to Wagon Mound, near
v9 efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
which
place be has taken up a claim.
egetable Compound, which is made
W. John, an employee of the San
lusively from roots and herbs,
C
'omen who suffer from those dls. ta Fe company at Belen, N, M., was
?ng ills peculiar to their sex should
lose Bight of these facts or doubt brought to the city yesterday afterof Lydia E. Pinkham's noon much Indisposed and sent to the
ability
' able
Compound to restore their Santa Fe hospital at this place for
-
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tune, is looking' as well as could be
expected. He expects to be able to
come down town often from now on
and will certainly always be a welcome visitor amjng his friends in Ls
Vegas.
Brakemen E. M. Sholl and J.M.
Foley who have been in the employ
of the Santa Fe company at this
place for the past month or so, have
resigned and will probably leave soon
ror tne east
G. S. Vogal who has been In the
employ of the Santa Fe company at
this place for some time past in the
capacity of locomotive fireman, has
resigned and will probably travel on

further west

s

.
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treatment

you want special advice write i L. H.
Hazlett who had the
Irs. Pinkbam, at Lynn, Ms. misfortune"Cy."
to lose both his limbs reewilltreatyourletterasstrietly
in the local yards, was able
ii;iential. For 20 years she cently
to be down towa for a short while
i been
sick
women
in
helpinjr
n
way, free of
Don't yesterday. Mr. Hazlett ever cheerful
tato write atcharge.
land making the best of his misfor
once.
I

UE&ES TEBHITCHY

TOjlYE

Of the tuin which many women experience with every
ooi
month it make tbt gentlenet end kindnew slwey
miracle.
ted with womanhood seem to be almost
While in general no woman rebels agaioit what the reM
gards an a natural necessity there is no woman who wo
ot gladly be free from this recurring period ol pain.

Or. Pierce's FmroriU Prescription metres
reJr women mtroai mad aeJr women
well, and Uvea them freedom from pal- -.
la1lat- It establishes re&ularltr, aabdoeacores
maatloa, heala ulceration mad
male weakaeaa.

.
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dead-heade-
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No. 1646.

lea

Santa Fe, N.' M., Nov.
nor Curry Saturday Issued the' follow-in- g
Thanksgiving proclamation:
Executiva office, Santa Fe.
President
Taft has, designate
Thursday, November 25th, A. D, 1909
as Thanksgiving day.
Now, therefor
I, George Curry
Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, do hereby proclaim Thursday
November 25th, A. D. 1909, as Thank
giving Day, and a legal holiday in
New Mexico.
This Is distinctly an American holl.
day. It was established over a century ago and has been observed each
year by practically every state and
The custom
territory in tha Union.
tends to foster gratitude, one of the
highest sentiments, and in this country especially, where the struggle for
commercial achievements is almost
ceaseless, it is well to pause and consider the gifts we have received and
Join in public services of thanksgiving
and acknowledgement. I respectfully
recommend that the people of
observe the day in a manner
suitable to its' meaning.
Done at the executive office this
the 20th day of November, 1909. " '
Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
22.-Jo- TeN

if

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
All corresnondenea atriotlv nrivata and saoredly
confidential.
Write without fear and without fee to World's Dispensary Medical Association, R, V. Pieroe, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
If yon want a book that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to core
them at home, send 21 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost ol mailing
illustrated
enly, and he will send yon frti copy of his great thousand-psg- e
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in psper covert.
ol stamps.
In handsome

Ay.

nt

clotb-btndm- g,

Conductor W. L. Ward piloted engine No. 1204 to this city yesterday
from Raton to be used out of here on
No. 2 yesterday afternoon on account
of the shortage of engines at this
end of the road.
Fireman J. F. Smith
from Raton yesterday afternoon to
take charge of the firing of engine
No. 933 of the Raton division, Fire
man Cannady having taken sick here
yesterday morning.
Engineer Fred Kammer and Fireman Chowan are laying down the
tolls of labor for a trip on passenger
engine No. 1205, thereby giving Engineer Bailey and Fireman McNeeley
a chance to exercise their muscles.
Tho shortage of men in the freight
service on the Raton division, is
making It necessary for the Santa Fe
company to hustle around and get
another freight crew, which will he
put on as soon as the men can be
obtained.
Engineer Jack Lowe has- - been as
signed to passenger engine No. 1225
for regular duty, bumping Engineer
T. B. Powen, who in turn bumps
Engineer George Sells from engine
No. 1600, Engineer
Sells in turn
bumping Engineer FIshhurn of engine

who
completed, he having Just returned induced the eastern capitalists
from a tour of all the survey camps are pushing the construction of the
and has completed the final survey Mountain-Valle- y
and Plains road, to
maps.
take hold of it
According to Captain Conlen the
total mileage to b.e under construction BEST PIECE OF TRACK
in January will be 169, work to be
'IN AMERICA IS CLAIM
started simultaneously at Cimarron,
N. M., and at Guthrie, Okla., working
Dalhart, Texas, Nov. 22. The Pan- toward the Texas lines. Captain Con
len could not say definitely when the j handle has many thmgs of which to
work would begin, but was sure. It coast Put there is one thing in which
would begin not later than March 1, the Panhandle Vas all the rest of tha
ITnlted State heat to a frazjle. This
next year.
A stockholders meeting was held is none other than the Rock Island's
last week at Almstad, N. M., at track througi Dalhart. This is claimGEORGE CURRY,
which the final surveys of the road ed by experts to be the finest piece
were accepted. This week similar of railroad track in the United States, ' By the governor:
NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of New
meetings will be held at Higglns, barring none, not even the New York
Mexico. .
Tex., and on the 22nd at Guthrie, for Central.
This strip of track was built by
the same purpose. The construction
of this road will tap one of tke mott Capt. Conlen when he broke the
Fame demonstrates that even the
valuable mineral and timber reserves world's record in time of construc- mantle of
'
greatness may he worn
In the west The Cimarron country tion. Th p rnarl hptvocn , v,!o Uv
threadbare.
is backed up by large tracts of splenumuitan was Dauasiea two years
did timber, and is in the heart of ago, and since that time there has
the rich Colfax county coal fields. Just been one wrecs and tnat was
Cimarron lies at the foot of the moun- caused by a defective wheel and not
tains, and while these natural resour on account of tne roadbed as was reces are back of the town there lies ported at the time oi the wreck.
east of it a stretcn of beautiful counBetween Tucumcarl and Dalhart, a
Beflow I beganuslng Cftscaretfl, T hd bad com- try subject to irrigation. One of the distance of ninety-thre- e
pimples on my face, and my food was not j
miles, there Sfexion,
i
as it should bave been. Now I am entirely!
leading projects of the railroad com are only three curves. These are all well,
and the pimples have a disappeared from my'
I can truthfully say that Caseareta are just
pany is the damming of the Cimarron gradual and there can be no more face.
I have taken only two boxes of them."
river a few miles above Eagle's Nest, danger on them than there Is on a as advertised; Clarence
E. GriiluL, Sheridan. Ind
and this dam will be one of the larg- straight of way.
Inch of the
Every
est in the United States, affording an track is built on
6esT For'
ninety pound steel
unlimited supply of water.
and has an eighteen inch ballast
The 5owe!s.
This project Is one of the striking
The time over this part of the road
features of the country which first
recently made by a special broke
anything alone tha whole Rock Is
CANDY CATHARTIC'
land line. The distance of ninety- three miles was made In ninety
n
This Is something worth talk
ing about
a mown
New-Mexic-

,

.
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OflB E3UIB

Conductor H. H. Hanbro who has
been at Hot Springs, Ark., for the
past thirty days, returned to the city
yesterday and resumed work again
on the work train between Las Ve
gas and Raton, relieving Conductor
Coyle, who has had charge of the
train during Conductor Hanbro's absence.
Charles Stuart and wife and Miss
Vera Stuart returned yesterday afternoon from Marysyllle, O., where
Mrs. Stuart has been for the past
www,
i aiBtauio, i uirne,
iuou,
three months visltng friends and rel
Never
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 2&c, Sac.Nevae
um in do is. 1 am genuine upiet mmpva vvw
atives. Mr. Stuart is timekeeper in
The money a man can make on a Guaranteed to eura or your money back
INSTANTLY. Simplyadd bolt-la- s
the local offices of the Santa Fe and PKEPAKED
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 6aw
water, cool and serve. 10c per nacluce at gamble he can spend, with a lot more
has been absent, from the city about all grocers. 1 flavors. Refuse all substitutes.
SALE. TEN MlLUGl C3XES
mUAL
besides, celebrating it
two weeks.
.
Car No. 407, private car of Division
Superintendent J. M. Kurn has been
'Agents BUTTERICK PATTERNS
returned to duty again from tte To-peshops after receiving a general
New Mexico's
overhauling, both inside and out and
11,000
it shines like a new dollar. Superinfin
Largest,' Most
tendent Kurn was a passenger on his
new car yesterday afternoon on No.
Floor Space
"rtsWiT!
1 from La Junta, Colo.
Modern Store
ESTABLISHED
Conductor T. V. Bryant and Brake- man Sam North will be off duty for
the coming week having been sub,
OUR
poenaed to appear before the terri
torial grand Jury. Conductor W. E.
Eastman will hold down Conductor
Bryant's run while Brakeman F. C.
Selsor will do duty in the passenger
service while Brakeman North Is ab'
sent from duty.
11
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ANOTHER WEEK OF

THANKSGIVING SALE
SPECIAL VALUES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

NEW RAILROAD WILL
OPEN UP RICH SECTION

Dalhart, Tex., Nov. 22. Capt. J. K.
Conlen, engineer, In charge of the
Mountain Valley and Plains railroad,
confirmed the statement made in this
city several days ago to the effect
that actual construction on the road
would begin January 1. Captain Conlen stated that all surveys had been

All Hour Specials Continue
'.

NO REASON
FOR DOUBT
A

STATEMENT OF FACTS BACKED
BY A STRONG

GUARANTEE

We guarantee immediate and pos
itive relief to all sufferers from, constipation. In every case where our
remedy fails to do this we will supply it free. That's a frank statement
ot facts. and we want you to sub"
stantiate them at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are gantle, effec
tive, dependable and safe bowel regthat
ulator, strengthener and tonic,
are eaten like candy. They '
nature's- functions in a quiet easy
way. They do not cause any incon
venience, griping or nausea. , They
are so pleasant to take, and work so
easily, that they may be taken by any
one at any time.
They horoughly
tone up the whole system to healthy
activity. They hav a most beneficial
action upon the liver.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
and ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We can
not too highly recommend them to all
sufferers from any form of constipa
tion and its attendant' evils. That's
why wa back our faith In them
with our promise of money back if
they do not give entire satisfaction
Two sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents and
36 tablets 25 cents. Remember you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in East
Las Vegas 'only at our store, The
Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
"

Throughout The Week.
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THANKSGIVING LINENS
TABLE LINENS
A
Damask?;
72-;n-

'
'

bleached Table worth 90c per yard, for
69c

only

PUBLISHED
-

22. 1909

When You Think

THE RAILROAD WORLD
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An

extra fine Satin Damask Linen

72

Inches wide; worth $1.25, for 89c

trlXTZ
eervlceabl

Linen, only

.......'.59c

"

BT

Beautiful Bleached Damask, 72
inches wide, newest patterns;
worth $1.60 per yard, for ....$1.10

Laciiesf Ready-to-WeIn

2
10

One-Piec-

e

One-Pie-

10
12

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

5

One-Piec-

e

marked
marked
marked'
marked
DresesB, marked

Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,

SUITS
Suits for

Suits
$19.00 Suits
$23.60 Suits
$25.00 Suits
$27.60 Suits
$32.60 Suits
$35.00 Suits
$45.00 Suits
$50.00 Suits
$21.50

tReached;

-

" "

was cheap

Napkin,

on--

$1.60

per

at

..

Bleached T)ma,v w.nu..
inches; newest patterns- - worth
$4.00 per dozen, only
!...$35

Department
DRESSES

E

an excellent variety of styles. meUerials and colors

-

$17.50

Nap- -

zzxaz; worth f3.00 per
uozen, only
j,49
J-

ar

MOYEN-AG-

ONE-PIEC- E

.

Satin Damask Linen

:J

JO?'

;

22x22 all-- linen, bleached Damask
Napkins; worth f 2.60 per dozen.

"f

'y

I

A

NAPKINS

,&$r:J2

Jlgc?Vji

i

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

sell for $9.60, for
sell for $14.50 and $16.00, for
sell for $17.60 to $20.00, for
sen for $22.60 to $27.60, for
sell for $29.60 to $35.00, for

COATS
....$14.00
$17.25

........'....$15.25

tor ,..

to
to
to
to
to

$18.75

.......$20.00
.....$22.00
$26.00
$28.00
$36.00
$40.00

$8.50 Black Coats for
$10.00 Black Coats for
$13.50

j6 50
$8.95
!.$12!75
$15.25
$19.50

'i

SKIRTS
......$6.75
......$8.00

Black Coats for

$10.50

for. .... .$12.00
$18.50 Black Coats for
.$15.00
$17.60 Tan Covert Coats for. $14.50
$23.50 Tan Covert Coats for. $19.00
$30.00 Colored Coats for . . .$23.00
$35.00 Colored Coats for
$21,00
$15.00 Black Coats

.....

$5.00

Skirts for

$6.60 Skirts for
$7.00 Sklrts

for

Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

$8.00
$9.00

$10.00
$12.50

$15.00
$17.50
$20.00

:

$4.00
$5.25

............$5.50
$850

$75

............ $8.00
..$10.00
...$12.00
$14.00

...$16.00

i
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VALMORA RANCH SELECTED AS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

of re, Tle Chicago Record-Heralcent date, saya that the Valmdra
ranch, located near Watrous, ha8 been
selected aa the site for the world's
greatest tuberculosis sanitarium. The
following particulars for the great
project given by the. Record-Heralwill be of interest:
Twenty-fiv- e
prominent physicians
and surgeons of Chicago met last
night at the Chicago Athletic Club
and launched a plan for the establishment of "one of the largest sanatori-vm- a
In the world.
"This proposed sanatorium will be
exclusively for those sufferers from
tuberculosis who, while ' not poor
enough to accept aid from state or
county institutions, are not able to
the travel and care they
provide for
'
need.
'
"An effort will ba made to limit
admissions to the sanatorium to cases
of the disease which, in the best
judgment of the examiners, give promise of a cure.
"Between 100,000 and 200,000 acres
of fine land, comprising the old
miles
ranch, about twenty-fivfrom Las Vogas, N. M.,.will be purchased and, when fully Improved according to the plans proposed, will accommodate more than 1,000 patients.
Describes the Scheme
"Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, who called
the meeting to order, read a paper to
the assembled doctors In which hie
described the scheme and. answered
questions put to him In the discuss
slon which followed.
"
"For the outright purchase of the
Tanch approximately $ 40,000 will be
needed, and a part of this already
'

,

Val-mo-

ra

e'

has been guaranteed by Chicago and
St. Louis people.
"A weekly charge for board "and
lodging will be made, but this will
not exceed the actual expense for a
single patient
"The method of treatment will Include all the latest discoveries here
and abroad, but will consist chiefly of
treatment The patients
the open-ai- r
will work on tine ranch at farming,
truck gardening, chicken raising,
bee hiving and other occupations incidental to the life of a
'
ranch of enormous size.
"'Valmora' is a well irrigated ranch.
It has an immense spring of good
water, more than ample to supply all
its needs. It is located in a climate
most desirable for the purpose to
which it will be put The air is dry
and clear and the altitude just right
for the increased oxidation of the
blood which the tubercular patient
needs."
"Dr. Edwin B. Tuteur, who acted
as secretary of the meeting, in speaking of the project last night, said:
Will Be no Profit
""There will be no profit in this
scheme. The money will be given
by people who are kindly disposed,
and it will be raised mainly in Chicago. We will throw the subscription list open to the whole public and
will ask that anybody and everybody
give what he wants to give. We will
take small and large donations with
equal thankfulness. The people we
are trying to reach are neither rich
nor poor, but who. In the absence of
a retreat like this,, are unable to do
anything to help themselves. We
have no doubt of the success of the
plan, and In a few days will be able
to give the public full information on
the subject'."
cattle-te-

nding,

.
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WILL OF DEAD SISTER

You can eat anything your stomach

craves without fear of Indigestion or
dyspepsia, or that your food will ferment or sour on your stomach if you
will take a little Diapepsin occasion"v ;
ally.
Your meals will taste good, and anything you eat will be digested; nothing can ferment or turn Into acid or
poison or stomach gas, which causes
belching, dizziness, a feeling of fullness after eating, nausea, indigestion
(like a lump of lead In stomach), biliousness,
heartburn, water brash,
or
pain in stomach and intestines
other symptoms.,
Headaches from the stomach are absolutely unknown where this effective
remedy is used. Diapepsin really does
all the work of a healthy stomach. It
digests your meals when your stomach
can't A single dose will digest all
the food you eat and leave nothing to
ferment or sour and upset the stom'

ach.

Get a large
case of Pape's
Diapepsin. from your druggist and
start taking now, and in a little while
you will actually brag about your
healthy, strong Ftomach, for you then
can eat anything and everything you
want without tho slightest discomfort
or misery, and every particle of impurity and gas that is In your stomach
and Intestines is going to be, carried
away without the use of laxatives or
any other assistance.
Should you at this moment be suffering from indigestion or any stomach disorder, you can get relief with-ln- g
five' minutes.
DECLARES

MISSING
PROMOTER

IS ALIVE

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 22. Alleging that her husband, W. A. Ross,
promoter of the Brazito townslte
swindle, did not commit suicide In
New York as reported, but is alive
and has deserted her, Mrs. Ross, who
is now living in Chicago with her
two children has written a letter to
the local police department asking
assistance in securing from a woman
in this city money with which to feed
and clothe her children. This woman
was located by the police on the
Highlands. She is, or was housekeep-efor Ross when he was at Brazito
near Las
at
Cruces,
where,
the time of the crash Ross sold
at the time ot the crash, Ross sold
town lots to many victims when he
had no title to the property. Mrs.
Ross in her letter alleges Ross spent
money lavishly on this woman and
deserted the writer for her.
There Is no other evidence to sup
port this assertion and the woman's
name is consequently not made public Mrs. Ross in her letter states that
the man who suicided in New York
was Francis A. Ross and not her husband. The report from New York
stated that the dead man was ''Ross,
the Brazito man" and there is yet
some doubt in the minds of the authorities whether or not W. A. Ross
is really alive.
.

DRUG

IMMENSE IRON ORE
IN GRANT COUNTY

DEPOSITS

Washington, Nov. 22. A report on
the iron ores of the Hanover District,
in Grant county, N. M., which have
been worked almost continuously
since 1899, has been published by the
United States Geological Survey.
The Hanover area is within the
mountainous region lying between
Gila river on the north, the desert on
' ttue
south, and Mimbres river on the
east It is drained by a southward
flowing stream with many mountain
tributaries, which in times of heavy
rainfall becomes a raging torrent but
whose waters after passing beyond
the mountain border are lost in desert
sands. This stream carries a large
amount of detrital material and the
general lack of trees and shrubs facilitates the work of denudation.'
The geologic relations are .fairly
simple. A mass of Igneous rock
(quartz diorite porphyry) has intruded limeston'e and other sediments of
carboniferous age. In a part of the
area the intrusion has caused extensive metamohphlsm of the sedimentary rocks, and along the contact zone
ores of iron, copper and zinc have
been deposited. The iron ore is principally ' magnetite, but at one place
there is some hematite. The
is not confined to the intruded rocks, as the diorite porphyry
has suffered similar changes, though
to a less degree.
The iron ores comprise both hard
and soft ores. Of the former there
are three large lenticular masses and
numerous outcrops that appear to
have the same mode of occurrence.
The soft ore occurs at several places
along the contact between the igneous
and sedimentary rocks. The iron
content is estimated to average between 53 and 57 per cent. The following theory of the genesis of the
ores is tentatively presented: "On
meta-morphfs-

coming to place, the heated magma,
by solutions probably above the critical temperature of water, Impregnated pertain strata of the surrounding
rocks. Adjustments, due to cooling
of the porphyry, to possible volume
changes in the Intruded sediments,
and to gravity, served to make of the
contact zone a favorable locus of su
perheated gases. Magnetite, a min
eral which several investigators have
shown might be precipitated
from
Iron silicates by reactions with lime,
collected, replacing limestone, filling
openings that may have gradually
grown, and replacing in part the porphyry mass." .,
Complete statistics are not available, but the output from this district
since 1900 has been been over a mil
lion long tons. Most of the ore has
been mined by open-cu-t
methods, and
Mexican labor Is used almost exclu
,
sively.'
A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
Taylor, of Nebo, Ky., who writes that
when all thought he would die, Bucken's Arnica Salve wholly cured him.
Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, corns,
wounds, bruises. , Cures fever sores,
bolls, skin eruptions, chilblains, chapped hands. Soon routs piles. . 25c at
all druggists.
-

A man often thinks:

d

(

:

Young Girls Are Victims
of headache, as well as older women,

but all get quick relief and prompt
cure from Dr. King's New Life Pills,
he world's best remedy for sick and
nervous headaches. They make nure
blood, and strong nerves and build up
yuur ueauu. iTy inem. z&o at all
v
druggists.
EXCITING HORSE RACE
SCHEDULED FOR DEC.

1

"I am no an
"Sweet Marie," better known as the
gel, but I'm a pretty good sort of a
fellow, after alL"
"bay mare." belonging to Lorenzo
Delgado, will race a horse which is to
be brought to this city from Anton
Sick Headache '
This distressing disease results from Chico. The race is scheduled to come
a disordered condition of the stomach, off on Wednesday, December 1, and
and can be cured by taking Chamber will be run on the race course near
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get the Territorial Insane
asylum,, just
a free sample at all dealers, and try it wtest
of the boulevard. One hundred
dollars' forfeit money has been post
No pemon who has false teeth ed
by Pablo Vigil, wno represents Mr.
should throw back his head when he Delgado, and Jose
Montoya, who Is
laughs.
backing the other horse.
sweet Marie" won a very pretty
race on the Fourth of July last, and
while the betting is even on the two
horses at ,the present time, it is
thought that the local horse will bo a
favorite in the betting on the day of
race. It has been some time since
the
no
is
to
cure
to
Catarrh except
There
way
purify the blood, and thus
ao away witn tne cause, xne symptoms may be benefited by the use of such interest has been manifested in
washes, inhalations, sprays, medicated tobaccos, etc., and through the use a horse race and there will be large
of such treatment catarrh sufferers receive temporary relief and comfort. crowds of people from the neignbor- External and local measures however cannot have any effect on the blood,
towns around Las Vegas here to
and therefore their use alone Is of no real curative value. Catarrh is a rag
see the race.
U
ui
uiuuu .uiseose, bxiil uuuios be, tuo
annual matter .ana
Much enthusiasm is already being
morbid matters in the blood
other impurities in the circulation. These j3uii
causa an inflammatory and Irritated condition of the mucous membrane or shown in the betting and it is pre
. tissue lining of the cavities of the body, producing an unhealthy secretion,
dicted that considerable money will
and nose, headaches, change hands on this race. Pablo
noises In the ears, stuffy feeling in the head
"
' ringing
hoarseness, bronchial affections, watery eyes, etc. S. S. S. is the best treat- Vlgfl, who is training "Sweet Marie,"
ment for Catarrh because It is the greatest of all blood purifiers. This
medicine removes every particle of the catarrhal impurity from the circula- states that she is, in first class con
dition and ready to run the race of
tion, making this vital fluid pure, fresh and healthy. Then the Inflamed
'
,
membranes begin to heal, because they are nourished with pure, health-givin- g her life.
The other horse is also being put
blood, every symptom disappears, and soon S. S. S. produces a perfect
g
cure. S. S. S. does not contain any
drugs, which really never through the
stunt and the
can cure Catarrh, but often ruin the health. Book on Catarrh and any race will not training
be a walkaway for either
medical advice free.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. horse.
'

BEST TBEATHHIT
FOR CATARRH

uvep-setibB-

.

habit-formin-

jhe

H

mtmmt

for all stomach troubles

f

mi

mmmf

indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the stomach, bad
liver, biliousness and habitual constipation. Pleasant to take.
breath.sickbeadache.torpid
FOR SALE BY O. a 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG
COMPANY.

TH&S3

BROTHERS TO CONTEST

AND"'

DYSPEPSIA VANISH

SITE FOR BIG SANITARIUM

22, 1909

Silver City, N.M., Nov. 22. The
will df the late Miss Nannie Jackson
who died November 2 at the Cottage
Sanatorium in this city, and whose
remains were taken back to Tennessee for burial, Is likely to be contested according to a prominently featur
ed article In the Columbia (Tenn.,)
Dally Herald. Miss Jackson's' estate
is estimated at from a quarter to a
half a million dollars and she leaves
practically all of It to her brother
Kufus C. Jackson of Silver City. Says
'
the Herald:
"Disposing of an estate valued at
approximately a quarter of a million
of dollars the will of the late Miss
Nannie Jackson, of Mt. Pleasant, was
filed for probate In the county court
this morning. The will makes the
brother, who was with her at the time
of her death, Rufus C. Jackson, the
chief beneficiary. Ten thousand dollars are bequeathed to charities and
the remainder to her brother.
"That a contest of the will In the
circuit court is imminent was demon
strated this morning when notice was
given in the county court at the prob
ate of the will. The papers will, it
is expected, be filed at an early date,
and the case will then go to the circuit court where it will be tried. It
is expected that the suit will not stop
short of the supreme court. It Is un
derstood that undue Influence will be
the chief ground alleged In the contest.
"Miss Jackson was unmarried, a
member of the wealthy Jackson family of Mt. Pleasant, one of the most
prominent families of Middle Tennessee. For many years she had been in
She with her three
poor health.
brothers inherited an 'estate valued
at about $1,000,000. Her brothers,
Charles Jackson and Cranberry Jackson, will be the contestants.
"Miss Jackson left to the Old Woman's Home at Nashville $5,000, and
an equal sum to some charity in New
York. Her will also provides for the
erection of a costly masoleum. The
residue of the testate was given to Rufus Jackson, former editor of the Mt.
Pleasant Chronicle and at present residing in Silver City, New Mexico, for
the benefit of his wife's health.'
"There is an able array of legal talent on both sides and it is expected
that the suit will prove to be one of
the raost. warmly contested and interesting in the history of Maury

Virginia
BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)
ams (El Bacon
iHave the finest flavor

They surpass ALL OTHER

i

BRANDS
If

your grocer
does not
keep them

CHARLES ILFELD

order them

00UP1IY

he will

for you

Wholesalers of
General Merchandise

'..'

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

WHOLESALE ZlEROHAtlTS
--

Cough Medicine for Children
and Grown Folks, Too.
"We could hardly do without Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs.
Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky. "I found
it to be so good for the croup and

It is no compliment to be told
are a "faithful correspondent."

and

Mm

M., Poooa,

Mm

M., logon,

BAIN WAGONS, the

Km

Her Heart Was Broken
',
because her complexion was bad and
she could find nothing to clear it xm.
Ladies: a bad complexion is caused
by an inactive liver. An inactive liver will be put In perfect condition by
taking Ballard's Herbine. The
liver regulator. Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

7.

1., Tuoumoarl,
dad. Colorado

Best Fai'lvaanm mad.
CO.. Urhbsla

EY

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
a.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c
per 100 lbs
50 lbs , to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

1.000

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Kitiiral
ouritv and lastinc ntmlit
famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue,

Ic ti
C

y

lanzaflaresi

Browne &

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Sda

and Saadara
'

Wool, Hides and Pelts
All kinds of Native Products.
,
I Gram Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps. '
'

,

Headquarters in the Territory for j!

Py
fill

Lots of people fool around love Just
as though it was not loaded.
,

It Isn't so much that we love life;
it's that we hatef death.

j

Mm,

'

"The best Baking Powder at any
price" Is the verdict of those who try
K C Baking Powder. Pure and wholesome. Saves you 30 cents on a pound
v
can.

PELTS

Home mt

you

A Religious Author's Statement
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Sails-nry- ,
N. C, who is the author of sev
eral books, writes: "For several years
was afflicted with kidney trouble
nd last winter I was suddenly strict
n with a severe pain in my kidneys
and was confined to bed eight days
unable to get up without assistance.
My urine contained a thick
white
sediment and I passed same frequent
ly day and night I commenced tak
ing Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
pain gradually abated and finally
ceased and my urine became normal.
I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy." Red Cross Drug Co,
and O. G. Schaefer.

In- -

Cm Im Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, I

Good

have used it for years. I can heartily
recommend it for coughs, colds and
croup in children and grown folks.
too." The above shows the implicit
confidence that many mothers place
in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a
confidence based on many years' ex
perience in the use of it No one need
hesitate to use this remedy for it con
tains no chloroform, opium or other
narcotics and may be given to a child
as confidently as to an adult For
sale by all dealers.

and Dealer

WOOL, HIDES

Do you use Baking Powder? Don't
fail to get a copy of "The Cook's
Book" a fine collection of special
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzle Hill

people always say they were not
themselves when tempted by anger
into betraying what they really are.

GQ.

(incorporated)

RAG'NE-SATTL-

the noted authority. Free to users of
K C Baking Powder. Send the certificate from a 25 cent
can of K C Baking Powder and this
notice to Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago. If
you haven't tried K C Baking Powder,
order from your grocer now. You
"will be more than pleased and de- iignted with "The Cook's Book."
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of acres of land that lie unplowed is compartively recent, he seems, like
HAHKEUEP0HT8.
and unplanted around us, and In the Minerva from the head of Jove, to
hundreds and hundreds of acre-feESTABLISHES 1S79.
have sprung full armed from the Peof water that yearly run to waste in cos valley and ready for larger and
St Louis Wool
the neighboring streams. So sure is different endeavors and accomplishPUBLISHED BY v
St Louis, Nov. 22. Wool unchang
this that he. is eager to build ments. Hl3 armor Is clean and bright ed, territory and western mediums 24
The Optic Publishing Compaoy ahereservoir
:,in. the SanguUuela arroyo bespeaking the integrity of the man
29; fine mediums 22(g) 26; fine 14
' inOOBPOBATKD
vy
and irrigate enough land in the im who wears it. And we have no doubt 20.,
-.
..
if.
mediate vicinity of this town to place but that his political weapons are
v
I'. M. PADGETT.'
make as. "
as were '
Moneys and Metal Market,
and
....EDITOR the town on a solid basis,-toit produce something ag. weii as con thosesharp
s
New York, Nov. 22 Lead, quiet 437
that served him so Well Ja
sume everything including, itself; to
copper, easy. Standard Spot,
life.
'
enable the merchants and profession
it would be a good thing $13.2560; Dec. $13.2560. Silver
Perhaps
al men to load down the CREDIT for New Mexico If she should have a 50
J
Entered at the Postoffice at East sides of their .ledgers, replenish their well trained business man In control
'
stocks, their libraries and their in of her political affairs and fortunes
Market.
N. M., as second-clas- s
Chicago Produce
'
strument
22. Wheat Dec.
cases.
all
We
'
know
this
Nov.
that
Chicago,
matter.
,
a man who would apply well tried
Would be the result of Camfleld's pro
May, $1,06
and severely tasted business mathods $1.09
ject But just how deeply and earn- to politics;- - a man who would strive Corn Dec. 60 May, 61
.' RATES. OF SUBSCRIPTION. ,
estly are we Interested in Its realiza- to place territorial politics oa a sound
Oats Dec. 38
May 41
tion?
Pork
Jan.
$20.2$22.
May,
business basis...
Are we deeply enough Interested to
Vl J Per Year by Carrier
,.$7.00
The Optic,; has no doubt, but that $19.97
;
size of our individual
Jan. $11.92
Lard Nov. $13.17
.65 ralize that the
Mr. Jaffa is such a man, and we await
t TFr Mouth by, Carrier
bank roll will vary directly with the
' '
Week by Carrier....
con
no
little
and
, .20 number of acres of land under Cam- - with interest
with,
Ribs Jan." $10.62
I $
,
Mayv$J0.40.
fidence the announcement lof his ap- Weekly
with'
and
the
size
of
'"
field's,
project
.j,
;
2.00 the community that our, individual pointment.
New York 8tock Market.
JjV'Oiie yeny.. LOO selfish Interests are linked fast with
Six Months
New York, Nov. 22. Cajl Money
........A...
5 per cent
4 2
the interest of the community. Are INTERESTING DAMAGE SUIT
I
Prime Mercantile Papei- 5 to 5 2
HEARD BY JUDGE MURRAY
we cognizant of the fact that our inWHAT'S THE ANSWER?
?
terests are linked with those of
per cent
i
Mexican Dollars 43.
The case of Albino Baca versus O.
a newspaper can please some of Are we
91
interested in the J. Fredericks occupied the attention
Amalgamated
enough
all
of the time, and all of
,the people
Atchison 118
Sanguljuela project to make miser- of Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray
the people some of the time; but no able the lives of the members of the this
New York Central 131
morning.
Southern Pacific 127
newspaper exists that cad please all grant board until they promise us by
It seems that Fredericks who has
Union Pacific 201.
of the people all of the time. We public Resolution that they will see the contract for carrying the mail beSteel 88
preferred 125.
tween this city and Santa Rosa, for,
know this, and so, in discussing the this thing through to the end
every highway and byway of which he is under a heavy bond to
through,
strange and peculiar situation that law in the American legal system, if
Chicago Live Stock
;the United States, entered into an
exists with regard to the SanguIJuela necessary?
agreement with Baca whereby her--i Chicago, Nov. 22. Cattle 40,000,
reservoir project. The Optic we say
Are we deeply enough interested-t(Baca), could carry the mall fromj ten to twenty lower; beeves 3.859;
it frankly Is not attempting to please promise the grant board that we will this city to Anton Chico as a sub Texas steers $3.704.70; western
some of the people all of the time or stand behind them as individuals and contractor as it were. About a month steers $4 7.2?5; stackers and feeders
all of the people all of the time. Either as a community,
openly and publicly, or so ago Fredericks advanced Baca $3.105.25; cows and heifers $2
would be futile. We are merely at- until the question is settled arid Ve- $100 in advance as a month's salarj 5.60; calves $68.50.
Hogs 40,000, ten lower; light $7.50
for carrying the mail to Anton Chico
gas obtains her own?
'j
V
Mxt. "on the Job" this time and stay
7.95; mixed$7.608.10; heavy $7.60
Are we?
but as the time went on and Baca
ntil the right to the waters of
did not give bond, Fredericks closed 8.10; rough $7.607.75; good to
.:,illinas Is cleared up by legal
in on Baca and handled the mall him- choice heavy $7.758.10; pigs $6.15
SECRETARY NATHAN JAFFA
-.edure and vested in the board of
7.60; bulk sales $7.858.05.
self.
i
At the time. , the agreement was
Sheep 40,000, ten lower; native
St And of the Las Vegas grant,
After all, the job of being governor made what was
Baca to be $2.254.25; western $2.904.90; yearwhy?
thought
by
The spectre of hard times has been of New Mexico seems to have some ' a contract, but which was nothing lings $2.256.50; lambs native $4.75
$
at large in the community for more redeeming features attached to it. more or less than a lot of words writ
7.30; western $4.757.25.
months than we care to think about, Either this is true or each and every ten by E. G. Murphey in which Baca
I
The merchants and the professional one of the reported thirty candidates agreed to carry the mall to Anton
Kann City Live Stock
Karsas Citv, Nov. 22. Cattle 18,000
i men are constantly complaining that for the position is very foolish. For Chico from November 15, 1909, to
the debit sides of their ledgers are our own part we prefer to believe the July 1, 1910, and the amount to be Including 1500 southerns, ten lowier;
V ,
fairly groaning beneath the, extraord former.
paid stipulated therein and j which native steers $4.908.50; southern
Among these thirty men who aspire bore neither the signature of Baca steers
Inary weight they are forced to stag- $4.405.15; southern cows
to
steer
Mexico
New
sea
the
native cows au heifers
or
was
a
through
drawn
nas
up.
Fredericks,
uiiuer.
time
conecior
$J.50.".80,
gei
Now Baca brings suit against Fred $2.2'56; stockers and feeders $35;
an account paid to him he does a of politics and ultimately into the
of ;a con- bulls $2.754.10; calves $3.757.50;
clog dance for the pure wonder and haven of statehood, one stands out ericks for
with especial prominence. We refer tract, when in reality, there never western steers $3.805.60; "western
joy of it. The custom of rndlngrbllls
'
ur trades to Nathan Jaffa; the present secretary was a contract in writing between the cows $2.754.50.
oy mall Is almost obsolet(
men have been regarding !ie future of the territory.
two men, but merely the conglomeraHogs 13,000, ten lower; bulk $7.60
Mr. Jaffa is an old resident of New tion above mentioned. Judge Murray 8; heavy $7.908.05; packers
and
with pessimistic glance ' 'some-- ' "of
Mexico and has been closely identi- will likely announce his decision to- butchers $7.758
them have doubtless bee;
light $7.407.90;
' If jWi&'game Is a. fair one
' worth fied with and interested in her larg- morrow morning.
piss ?6.257.25.
er business interests for many years.
7
Sheep 12,000 ten lower; muttons
"
the midst of all thisl duikness And in these he has been' uniformly
"Beauty Is only skin deep," quoted S.4.255.20; lambs $67.40; range
j
entrance tho Wise Guy. "How about a
wethers and yearlings $46.50; range
(Miiscontent enters a ray or ugnt. successful. Although his
i
'
sees a bonanza in the) thousands irjo the arena of territorial politics
demanded the Simple Mug. .... ewes,$3.255.25.
J
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Pickard China

Pickard China has long since proved its artistic
worth and Is sought, everywhere by those. who
We
appreciate the beautiful, and ornamenta
line
China; at
ofhis
parry a most complete
,L
V
very' reasonable prices.
We have also added a number desirable pieces
of Lenox China to our stock both in decorated
'
and blank pieces for hand painting.
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COPPER MERGER PROPOSED
TO STIMULATE INDUSTRY

NO

New York, Nov, 22. The proposed
merger of a numher of big copper
properties will not be delayed by
Saturday's decision in the Standard
Oil case, according to the interests
Identified with the plan. It was stated today that this combination was
being brought about to strengthen
the industry and to encourage competition, rather than discourage , it.

It Is generally known and always
has been understood that J. P. Gey-e- r
does and always has run a sanitary dairy, but ha wishes to impress
upon the minds of his customers that
there is- absolutely no danger of contracting any disease by the use of
his bottles. Every bottle Is thoroughly sterilized with steam by the use
of a sterilizing oven,
manufactured
for that purpose. All milk bottles are
placed In this air tight oven,
steam turned on and they are heated to the boiling point temperature
for one half hour or more. Geyer also keeps a tested dairy herd.
The above statement of facts are
"
correct.
J. P. GEYER.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 13th day of November, A. D..

SERIOUS EARTHQUAKE
SHOCK

IN CALIFORNIA.

Salinas, Calif., Nov. 22. The heaviest, earthquake shock recorded here
since the shock of April, 1906, was
felt in this ;ity early today. Buildings
rocked and creaked for fifteen seconds, causing people to rush into the
streets. No serious damage is report'
ed.
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Thanksgiving and snowy white Linens are as inseparable as
the Thanksgiving Dinner and the big Turkey Gobbler. Every
good housekeeper associates NEW Linens with Thanks-givinbut , she , seldom associates fine Linens with such
amazingly low prices as we have marked them in this
Thanksgiving Sale.'' We show beautiful new patterns in
Table Cjloths, Fleur De Lis, Polka Dot, Rose, Carnation, and
plain centers, j Napkins to match. Prices follow:
gj

Bleached Damask,
regular 90c yard. Special
all-Lin-

72-in-

'

Linen Satfn Damask," reg-ugular $1. CO yard. Special

72-in-

V
72-inc-

h

v

........

65c

........

80c

Linen Satin Damask, regSpecial

72-in- ch

Just received a shipment of these goods that should have
been here two weeks ago, but on account of the great demand for these goods, the manufacturer was unable to ship
ours any sooner.
You will find a splendid lot at reduced prices.

;

,

Auto Coat Sweater.
...$4.85
Special
$4.00 Coat Sweaters, cardinal, white and Oxford
...$3.48
$6.00

WhltO WaiStO

Hundreds of them all fresh and charming. Simple yet effective
styles; for really insignificant prices. We have provided a table,
placed it in a convenient place marked each waist assorted the
waist buying opporsizes, making choosing easy. An
in
for
excuse
a
no
leaves
your waist supply.
which
shortage
tunity,

.

..........

:

t:

$3.00, Coat

Sweaters,... $2.25'

$2.50' Coat Sweaters. . . .$1.98
$2.00

ers

.

$1.25 Wafsta
$1.50 Waists
$L75 Waists ' ' ' VAV '
'fit"
$2.00 Waists.
it
Waists
$2.50

,

..98c
.$1.10
.$1.35
.$1.49

,$19

I

50c

,

......

9c
Towels.
15c Towels ..................11c
',
171-2- c
...14o
Towels
20c Towels
.......16c
i.18c
25c Towels
30c Towels
......23c
121-2-

;

Special

Specially Priced

Goat GvjcatcrG

An event offering values out of the ordinary; prices way below
regular; savings worth coming for. It's spirated sale of immense
stocks of choice New Winter Merchandise and all the year staples
at rare price inducements.
You can better judge the issue by investigating these offeringsValues tell the tale Sale now on.

$3.00

Waists

Misses' Coat Sweat-

.....$1.35

j....

fl,

A DARGAtN

in Children's, and Misses' Hats

...$2.20
...$2.78

.rr,.

$3.50 Waist,'.
. ...
$4.00 WaisU.,,1
"
$5.00 Waists . .". . . . .Vs
$6.50

...$2J8
...$3.85
...$4.95

Waist3w,....

Linen, Hucksj Satin Damask and Turkish new stock.

..... .....

colored.

Specially Priced

Bargains

Manufacturers Samples
"varied assortment from
present season's selling,
tan, trimmed in braid or

C

i.-.i-

35c Towels
40c' Towels
45c Towels
56c Towels
65c Towels
75e 'Towels.

50c Hats

......39c

$1.00

Hats

..45c

$1.25

75c Hata

!50c

65c
27c

.................. 32o
36c
........... 43c

Hats
Hats

$l.B0Hats

mm

'

.....

y.. 95c

tJcn'o Underwear

....50c
83c

all iri good condition a large and
which .to select all made for the
red hats,
blue, grey, white, brown,
'
plain.

A blue Derby ribbbed Garment, very elastic,
bed ankle and cuffs, 50c value. Soecial. trarment 39c
I TCooper's Spring Needle, ecru coloy, reinforced'seams, double
seai urawers, very elastic gooa and
l I
??f.'.... $1.00
sold all over at $i.25. Special
?

anpiaas

oh Napkins; regular.,.
i.20 dos. Special; doz.95'
,

..

22, $2.09

,

Napkins...

22x22, $3.50 Napkins.

Napkins... $1.45

;x22, $8.50, Napkina. . .$1.90 '
$2.75 'Napkins... $2.10

I HE

22x22, $3.00

i

,

22x22
"'
.

$4.00

22x22, $4.50

J

FRANK B. JANUARY,
Notary Public.

Women's, Misses' and Children's

$1.00

Linen Satin Damask, $1.75
H
value. Special .'i .

c Linen Damask

The Optc leads; others tag.

,

-

Seasonable Merchandise

.........jj...

85C

ular $1.50 value.

1909.

all-arou-

Linen Satin Damask, ireg-- ,
ular $1.25 value. Special

7 2 -- inch

-

(Seal.)

sau-eapre-

.3h Dczutlfui Linens

DANGER FROM THE
USE OF MILK BOTTLES

.

STUHE. V OFr QUALITY

$2.45

.$2.75

Napkins... $3.40
Napkins.. .$3.75

E.LASVECAS.

N.M.

Sale of Boys' Suits.
Sale of Boys' Underwear.
Sale of Men's Shirts.

y

,
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time past vsiiting with friends and
relatives.
QVEMBER SPECIALP
Hugh Chapell, bridge foreman for
O
the Santa Fe company at this place,
A
boarded No. 10 this afternoon for
methods during the
THE HOSENTIIAL
points up Ihes road.? ,
FUKNITUttE CO.
j t many years of our ' ;
.
Canboywell known insurance
. dealings haye proven
man of .Denver, arrived In $he ,city
, .rf i,:.-s-.
W la fx tvtv,i
Little Prices
SVnPLL'3
yesterday on business" and'ts register Big Store
j.
uio t,njLauyui ui, irjlu- -,
s OAPITAL PAID IH
ed at La Pension hotel, n
,:
5
with
,
us.
,.,
'While
t
ing
CSO,OQQ.GD
Carlos Dunn is again back-ift
GWO,QOO.OO
7
Y. M. C. A.
working for a busi- O
collecting Job at the First . National
we have been
. ness
bank, after spending Sunday1' with his
D. T. H08KIN8, Caihtr.
J. M CUNNINGHAM, PraaKtnt.
parents at Gascon, N..M.:
F. B. JANUARY, AtL Cashlar.
I 'working for a repu--- I
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vic PrMldnt
jMiss Ada Rellly, s'ster of Rev. D.
we
-'
haw
tation;
gain.
a
at
Rellly, who has been
guest
35o For the 50c1 Hodges Fibre
ed it and it will, be
St. Anthony's sanitarium for some
CarpeTs.
Only at ...
time past, returned yesterday to her
apheld. Every deal
home
in
THE
ROSENTHAL
Chicago.
.,
with us is' a1 satisfacMiss Louise La Force who has been
THE NSIDE WORKINGS
tory deal we guaFor the 75c square yard
spending some weeks in Las Vegt,
has returned to her home in Chicago,
rantee that.
.
at
Printed Linoeura. Only
of your mind isn't more active than the "inside" workings of
departing on oue f the late trains
this bank.
THE
ROSENTHAL.
Saturday afteroon.
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SCRIBNER'S DANCING ACADEMY
-

Also the Ora5aroespecial1
adapted for the new princess
gown

Prater nal Brotherhood Hall

5 CENTS A DANCE

GOOD MUSIC.
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A teacher in the factory district of
a New Jersey town had been giving
the children earnest lectures upon the
poisonousness of dirt
One morning a little girl raised her
hand excitedly and pointed to a boy
who seldom had, clean hands. ,
"Teacher," eh 8ald, "look quick,
suicide! He's
Jimmy's committin
suckin' his thumb" Success Maga,

'OD3Q

EBllZDSdhQfll

toy fJor a Good Accartmonf

quick acting man, and he prevented
what might have been a tragedy. He
was administering to a class of wight
boys and seven girls. As usual the
girls were wearing fleecy veils, and
the
candles. Suddenly
carrying
flames from the candles were communicated to the veils worn by Rita
J
Father
Lopez and Utolia Castano.
Camet grabbed the veils from the girls
and stamped out the fire. Rita; lost
most of her hair from the fire, but
TJtolia was not much burned. Father
Camet's . hands were badly scorched.
After the fire was extinguished he
proceeded with the services as though
nothing had happened.

In a country store a young boy
was under discussion by the cracker-barre- l
committee. Jones had just remarked, "That boy's a regular fool.
He don't know , nothing; he don't
know enough to come in when , it
rains." Then he discovered the boy's
father, who had overheard the remark, and, wishing to appease him,
Alfred Jelfs of Raton has gone 'to he said, "Well, Sam taln't your fault
You learned him all you
Roswell, to attend a meeting of the
trustees of the I. O. O. F. home which
,
is to be established inthat city by the
elected
to
'(Well,
they've
Blingsby
of the
Oddfellows
territory. Mr,
Jelfs, who is ,one of the" trustees for Congress."
"What! Did that soulless, truckling,
the new home; will meet with other
members of the board today and go low down politician" U
"Yes, and" he told me he would
over plana and specifications of aryour name for local postmastpush
select
best
genthe
chitects, and.
eral plan for the building. Bids will er."
"Oh Blingsby? Why; I didn't unthen he askea for and the contract
let ut a later meaning. Mr. Jelfs will derstand the name. That fellow's all
return home the middle of this week. right, and I've said e4 He's got the
makings of a statesman Blingsby!"
f
Llppincott's.
The Tribune-Citizecompany
(
Albuquerque filed Incorporation paThat all chickens have about six
pers Saturday in the office of Terri,
torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The necks each.
That he will have prunes tomorrow
incorporators end dlretcors are: An- drieus A. Jones of Las egas; Har- for breakfast.
That hia landlady has a very, in'
of Albuquerque;
vey E. Ftrgueson
James D. Hand of Los Alamos; James teresting past.
G'.
That her daughter has ,a very inFitch of Socorro, and Owen- N.
Marron of Albuquerque, each ten teresting present.
That he ought to be getting better
shares. The capitalization is $100,-00- 0
divided into 1,000 shares and the food for the money he is paying.
That the difference between two
company commences with a paid up
capital of $5,000. The headquarters boarding houses depends upon the
are at Albuquerque. This is merely relative length of confinement there;
of the Tribune Pub in. Judge.
a
lishing company, made necessary by
taking over the Albuquerque Citizen. He followed a peaceful existence each
day.
Tha Immense Chicago Coliseum was With plenty to do and little to say,
packed to the doors Saturday when Till a bee came so softly
the United States Land and Irriga
his way,
v
tion exposition was thrown open to
And he ran for an office.
the public. A large attendance was
expected, but the enormous crowds He had a good share of his neighbors'
which attended the first day of the
respect;
exposition exceeded all expectations. For leading a life that was mild and
Splendid exhibits from all parts of
correct
the west and southwest are shown The veriest gossips found naught to
on the floor of the big halt The New
V;
suspect,
Mexico exhibit, which is one of the
Till he ran for an office.
most complete 'ever sent such a great
diBtiince from the territory, is dis
B,ut they eaid he was given to all
played in a prominent part In the"
kinds of strife;
auditorium. . Thousands of people A traitor to friends and a brute tofrom
ths
paused to admire the exhibit
ward his wife;
sunshine territory and four attendants
even alleged that he ate with
They
were busily engaged from early morn
his knife,
to
ing until late at night responding
When he ran for an office.
calls for Information and handing out
iUiirtrated pamphlets descriptive of
Oh, the pictures they drew and the
the various valleys and farming sec
songs that were sung!
tions. The success of the big show Is
Oh, the stories repeated by old and
on
the
assured
effect
its
and
already
by young!
vest and southwest will result in
bee he was ruth-- '
nmch good.' It will be in session un- By that
lessly
stung,
4.
til December
When he ran for an office.
Washington Star.
Last week at Santa Fe a meeting
was held of Santa Fe men who enEffect of White Things.
gaged in the Spanish war. Permanent
The elevated train was filled with
organization was effected and a local
camp established. The camp will be perspiring passengers when a naval
known as the Clay Green Camp No. officer boarded it. All eyes were cenHe was dressed from
1 and will have a membership, of tered upon him.
about thirty. Officers were elected head to foot In spotless white. It was
Commander Captain as if a breeze blew in over the heated
as follows;
Fred Muller; senior vice commander, passengers, his excessive neatness
W. E. Griffin; Junior vice commander, gave such an effect of rest and coolness.
E Van Horn; chaplain, George
"I wish I could be a naval officer,"
Dr.
C.
J.
Neis;, surgeon
adjutant
J. A. Massle; quartermaster H. P. said one fat woman to another, "so 1
white things from
Bardshar; officer of tha day," J. H. could have clean
bottom
to
every
morning of the
top
SanG.
T.
of
the guard,
Bell; officer
world. It's tha only way to feel as If
doval; trustees, Ed Tafoya, one year;
cool even If you are not"
A. J. Griffin, two years; J. B. Read you were
of
next
the
three years. The
meeting
Hard to Connect.
camp will take place on December 8th
"Money's everything, isn't it?"
when Commands Frank J. Smith, of
Maxwell Keys, Camp No. 2, of Albu"Pretty near. For Instance, It la no
querque, will go to Santa Fe to muster use for a man to have broad views
In the members of that camp. The with narrow means."
Spanish War veterans are organized
English Prodigal of Matches.
along purely fraternal lines, patterned
More matches are used In the United
after the Grand Army of the Republic.
In the national body there are over Kingdom than in any other one country in the world. It has been estithree hundred thousands members.
mated that English people use an
of eight matches each person
average
If you desire a clear complexion' take
,
per day.
Foley's Orino Laxative for constipartion and liver trouble, as it will stimTo Avoid Friction.
ulate these organs and thoroughly
What does the good hook say? A
cleanse your system, which is what
everyone needs in order to feel well. soft answer turneth away wrath. Craft
Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefe- tells us not to answer at all some'
' times and to avoid hearing the storm.
r-. ..
.
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WANTED Position as stenographer;
experienced; can give ' references.
Phone Vegas 397.
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The National Mortgage and Bond
company of Chicago, has filed suit in
WAITED A good girl for general the Santa Fa district court against
hsework. Mrs. W. G. Haydon, Bertha Lund to recover one Buiek
automobile and $100 damages.
,8 Seventh street

'

The Ferguson Contracting company
has brought suit In the district court
for Santa Fe county against the New
X' UiUlDUCU
M&MAS
VvUtBt
1UU1UB,
Mexico Central Railroad company for
MEN
LEARN BARBER TRADE the foreclosure of a mechanics lien
Short time
required; graduates for $550,000 and petitioning for the
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar- sale of the
company's property to pay
ber college, Log Angeles.
the claim.
JlNTED Table boarders
at
Purple

--

,

712
5112.

Fifth street Phone

For Sale

for bids for over
of Improvements at
FOR SALE One , Rambler bicycle, Fort Bayard, nine miles east of Silcheap; la good condition. 609 Na- ver City, will ba placed next month
and the contracts will be let shortly
tional avenue.
after the first of the year. It Is
FOR SALE One mediuu 'sized base
that it will take almost a
burner, in good cond) 1m, $S. En- - year to complete the extensive improvements planned but when they
are finished, ForBayard will be a
F''l SALE One drivW T&,
model among institutions of its kind,
fjoard and harness; onejmare, colt, and one of the greatest in the world.
P
JS months
old; cheap p. taieh at
Jhce. ; Address Postmaster, Onava,
The El, Paso Valley Water Users!
N. M.
association, the Elephant Butte asso
ciation, the Chamber of Commerce,
FORSALEna. hard and one soft
city an mnnty of El Paso and
coal burner, good as new. Inquire the state, of Texas will join forces
in asking congress for an increased
Optic office.
appropriation to insure the immediate
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never construction; and completion of the
used; blankets and comfortables. Elephant Butte project. The Water
712 Fifth street
Users' association will send a strong
representative delegation to WashingFOR SALE Stamping done and art ton, backed by the other organizations
; needlework materials. 712 Fifth to secure this appropriation.
Advertisements

$275,000 worth
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Deputy Sheriff Charles White shot
Legal blanks of all de-- - and
mortally wounded Pete Agullar, a
scripUons. Notary seals and records
and influential Mexican
at The Optic office.
citizen, In Aguilar's saloon in Tularosa
OLD newspapers Ear sale at The Op-t- ! at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon. White
fired five shots, one of which proved
office, 10 cengs' a bundle.
effective, penetrating Aguilar's bow"
ii
els. After the officer had fired for
the third time Aguilar managed to
get his gun in action and shot twice,
One nicely furnished wounding White in the arm. Sheriff
FOR REN"
Defront roofp with all modern con Denny of Alamogordo deputized
ofof
the
to
take
charge
puty
Hyde
fire
and
privilege
place
veniences,;
Tulafor
and
left
fice
immediately
Fifth street
of bath.
rosa. a White was arrested and taken
to Alamogordo tor safe keeping.
m house and bath.
ruit RENT
F B. January.
1025 Third st,
Chock full of facts and figures
FOR RENT Nidc'ly furnished room, about the greatest series of irrigation
projects In the world,
all modern conveniences. 808 Main and reclamation
'
,
v
andtieeming with first hand knowlstreet ;y, '
edge of actual conditions in the great
For Rent Nicely" furnished House- southwest with reference to the savkeeping rooms. Electrio light bath, ing of ,the desert, the senate commitetc. Excellent location. "SI Eighth tee on Irrigation is now speeding on
its way to Washington after its long
street ,
trip through the territories, following
FOR RENTf Kicely furnished rooms, its tour of the northern west A
with or vHfchout board. Mrs. C. P. short stop Is scheduled for Woodward,
Hammond) ill Main. Phone Purple Okla., en route east. The committee,
I
v
6242.
while It spent only one short day in
Pecos valley and the
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618 specting the
Carlsbad and Hondo projects, saw
Sixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker. knore
jn:, that day than most men do
in a year, and what the committee
or
Nice
RENT
FOR
front room,
saw evidently surprised it.
double room. Either light housekeepInquire
ing or room with board.
Theast payment on the famous
across from court house.
Philadelphia mine at Hanover was
FOR RENT Finely furnished room, made through the American National
bath, furnace heat Close in. Gen- Bank of Sliver City last Saturday by
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
the Philadelphia Copper Mines Co.,
to Frank C. Bell, the former owner
A Hair's Breadth Escape
and operator of the property. M. S.
Do you know that every time you Nord, from St Paul, Minn., a stockLave a cough or cold and let It pun on holder and director of the company
Harking it will Just cure Itself you represented the home office of the
ere avltlng pneumonia, consumption company at Milwaukee at this occarr me other pulmonary trouble? sion. The payment amounted to tha
l risk it. Put your lungs back In sum of $16,250 and completes the final
.
, i " t health and stop that cough transaction In the sale of the properBallard's Horehound Syrup. Price ty made over two years ago, the pure and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
chase price being ,$75,000. The deed
V
Block Depot Drug Co,
to the property was handed over to
Mr: Nord and placed on record. The
man would rather Buspect her Philadelphia Copper Mines Co., now
I than distrust hei
own the property intact.
preacher.
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Honey and Tar cures coughs
strengthens the lungs and ex-- t
olds. Get the genuine la a
Red Cross Drug Co.
O. Q. Schaefer.
-,
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There, was a thrilling

-
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The man who discourses oh the evils
The average man plasters his symof laziness generally alts down to do pathy on you as if It were a flaxseed
It
poultice.
Foley's ,Kldney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures backache and Irregularities that If neglected might result In
Bright's disease or diabetes. Red
Cross Drug Co. and O. G) Schaefer.

It takes a gossip to feel outraged

when somebody hands back some.
All Aboard for Harvey's!

few minutes

at the communion services at the Carriage goes out Saturday mornCatholic church at Lordsburg, Grant ing, returns following Friday. Leave
county, one day last week and luck orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
ily Father Camat was a cool headed, Trading Co'i.
.
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR

One
of the
best Invest- t- ments to be found
fin the city of Las Vegas
today Is en Optle want ad. It
will bring you results. Whether
you want to sell something
f or buy something, you
can't lose. Only

a little

trou--

bletotry
f.
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Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
SECRETARY WILSON FAVORS
AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson
quite rightly declares it is not necessary to stop building battleships in
order to establish experimentalu farms
throughout the union.
The United States can keep on reasonably increasing the navy, and,
through experimental farms established and cared for at government expense, the farming Interests can be
so stimulated, the production and profits so increased throughout the agri
cultural sections of the country, that
the costs of the naval forces of the
republic can be readily provided for
in
through this national Increase
wealth.
No man in this day and generation
has done more to advance and develop the agricultural Interests of the
United States than the present hon
ored secretary of agriculture.
His methods have been broad and
eminently successful.
He has known no section la his
work, but has made it thoroughly na
tional in its' character. v
.
Prompt and efficient in his administration of the public interests com
mitted to his charge, he has earned
the good opinion of the people of the
United States regardless of state
lines or party association. '
The splendid results that have attended his campaigns for the advancement and spread of agricultural
knowledge are shown in the prosperity of the cultivators of the soil and
the great increase in the production
of so many of the leading crops of
'
;
'
the farms.
President Brown, of the New York
Central, in, advocating these experimental farms and colleges to demonstrate practical ' farming, is but carrying into railway policies the ideas
always advocated by Secretary Wil
son upon those same subjects.
Here is one common and mutually
beneficial line of action upon which
the government and. the railway managements of the country should unite.
in the establishment of
such farms along every Important
line of railway In the country will
be of immense benefit not only to
the railways, but to the people, the
states and territories and the nation
It is fortunate that two such wideawake, intelligent and progressive men
as Secretary Wilson land President
Brown are at the head and front of
such a movement
There can be no controversy when
they agree so thoroughly upon the advisability of establishing such experimental farms and training stations.
The department of agriculture and
the railway managers combined can

double the agricultural production in
tonnage during the next ten years by
close
upon the lines laid
down by both gentlemen named.
It Is just the combination that this
country needs at this time.
The residents of the cities will give
it as hearty support as those of the
rural districts.
,

BAKE-DA-

Do you look forward to

Bake-Da-

f

When a fellow likes to hold a girl's
hand she may be justified in calling
him a muff.
Kills her Foe of 20 Years
"The most merciless enemy. I had
for 20 years," declares Mrs. James
Duncan, of Haynesvllle, Me., "was dyspepsia, I suffered intensely after eat-nc or drinking and could scarcely
sleep. After many remedies had failed and several doctors gave me up, I
tried Electric Bitters, which cured
me completely. Now I can eat any
thing. I am 70 years old and am overjoyed to get my health and strength
back again." For Indigestion, loss of
appetite, kidney trouble, lame back,
female complaints, It Is unequaled. On
ly 60c at all druggists.

-

A
walk-ove-

prize fight isn't
r
as a talk-ove-

so apt

Methodist Minister Recommends'
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
holera and .Diarrhoea Remedy for
everal years for diarrhoea. I consider it the best remedy I have ever tried
for that trouble. I bought a bottle
f It a few days ago from our druggist, Mr. R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
be glad to speak a word in Its praise
when I have the opportunity." Rev.
J. D. Knapp, Pastor M. E. church,
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers.
A

No longer needs vindication

from us or anybody else. All
that is necessary is for you
to apply it according to your
business and its needs.
As an auxiliary to your
business the "Optic" is with-

....
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ifao "Optio"
Try
Northeastern tta Mexico'
w

to be a

r.
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considered.

y

each week with a certain keen interest and pleasant anticipation? Under
the right conditions it should be one
of the real pleasures of housekeeping.
New, clever recipes and a certainty
of success in everything you bake are
what make the fascination.
"The Cook's Book" will give you
the recipes, a splendid collection by
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, the noted
authority.
K C Baking Powder will give you
the certainty. Absolutely no failures.
Guaranteed the best at. any price, or
money refunded.
"Get, a 25 cent can of K C Baking
Powder at once from your grocer.
Send in the certificate you will find to
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, with this
article, and "The Cook's Book" will
be mailed you free. A combination
hard to beat! "The Cook's Book"
and K C Baking Powder. You'll be
more than pleased
n

out a peer in this community when advertising is being

-
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teen million pounds soon melts away.
Turkey consumption still reaches
maximum height- on Thanksgiving
day when New York picks the bones
or dUU.OOO birds approximately; Chi
cago, z&u.ooo; Boston, 150,000
and
other cities in proportion.
o rename statistics have ever
been compiled respecting annual pro-SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
turkey had no place on the menu auction and crop Value but taking In
(Breeder's Gazette.)
Turkey price is as high this year card save around the holidays. The to consideration home consumption,
U Compiles with mil
;
as the lofty tree limb on which early-killeCHAPMAN LODGE KO
turkey Is however of no it is enormous. Reserve stocks going
PHYSICIANS
J, A. F. ft A.
'
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worth,
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purposes
freezing
prefers
greatestr
M. Regular com
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.
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roost This term is used advisedly, as surplus of the Thanksgiving day dollars alone. It is one of America's
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
the turkey is the feathered aristocrat quota must be consumed Immediate farm products that has never been
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
adequately valued.
of the landscape even If its aviation ly. It Is the turkey killed after
Dealers are now engaged- - in
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone feats do not put lt In the same class touch of frost that fills refrigerators
of education haying for its
campaign
summer
as
makes
the
and
will
the
the
Never
pos
delicacy
turkey
eagle.
brother
cordially
Main 1. .
receive Its dues until It has supplant sible. Only after going through the object the maturing of the crop on the
tavlied. Geo. H. Klnkel. W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
ed the eagle at the summit of the freezing process, according to trade farm. They are naturally averse to
'
H. Sporleder, Secretary,
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
national flagpole. Certainly more sent opinion, does the flesh of the turkey handling turkeys, before Thanksgiv
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
iment clusters around it" and, from attain maximum quality. Accumula ing day, owing to unfavorable weath
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
..'
er conditions, and the fact that the
utility's
standpoint, lt has always tion of reserve stock in freezers began
DENTIST
Knighta Templar. Regular
distanced the bird of prey. ,
' in 1895 and has revolutionized the birds are immature at that season,
Those who are in the Human Pum
conclave' second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
Just now the turkey harvest is In trade. Prior to that time 60 per ceni This means that the principal feature
the inception stage. It lasts about 90 of present prices were regarded as of tire Thanksgiving dinner will cost Organ for the Y, M. C. A, entertai
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
days each year, beginning anterior satisfactory ,to growers and the bar- more as the years; roll by, unless ment Thursday, will" maet tonight fo'r
Tempi, 7:30 p. m, John S. Clark.
r
to
Thanksgiving day; but the fact gain counter was piled high to prevent prices stimulate production. "We are rehearsal at 7:45.
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
,
A very interesting game of basket
remains that the turkey Is not at its total loss of a considerable proportion making strenuous efforts to induce
growers to cary their turkeys Into ball ,was played at the Y. M. C. A.,
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) best during the Thanksgiving period of the crop.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
ythe entire method cold
weather, feed a few weeks and last Wednesday afternoon by the Y.
cold
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few
In
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Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
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Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
convocation first Monday lu
destined end. A few weeks of low tem shipping live birds long distances, a extra weight and improved quality," of a picked group who will go under"
each month at Masonic
Main 57.
perature improves quality. Neverthe- barbarous and costly method especial said ,one of the heaviest dealers - In the name of thvr Y. F, C. A., moons., t
Temple, 7:30 t. m. M. R.
less turkey consumption reaches ly when a fat turkey costs from $1.50 the west, "After frost turkeys put The game was exciting and very close
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
maxim proportions at the holiday to 2, killing and plucking is now on weight rapidly and gain in quality. throughout. The score at the end
ATTORNEY8
Bporxeder, Secretary.
period of national importance. In num- done at central plants located in the The market calls for fat turkeys and of the first half was 8 to 8 and the
bers
almost incredible the birds go Interior. After being properly cooled lt will be money in the grower's second half closed witn the score
GEORGE H. HUNKER
''
:
to the spit and In recent years the the dressed product Is forwarded to pockets to sell only in that condition, 17 to 18 In favor of the stars.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
fact has become apparent that con- - the large cities for freezing or im Trade is so hazardous during Novem
Another earns" was nlavuii . i !.':- ,
ber that the dealer would be as well night between the
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Mexico.
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Notice is hereby given that Julell intended to be prohibitive, Turkeys areas where it ought to be highly spoilage will amount to nothing."
nave peen neia tne men will
How much the grower has bene ujuuib
Keeper of Record and Sheehan, of Watrous, Mora, county, are worth 20(5)25 cents per pound profitable. Of the Southern
states,
be placed at their stations. f-SeaL
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908, made wholesale on the Chicago market at Texas,' Kentucky and Tennessee are fitted by the new method of marketHomestead Entry (serial 0M24), No. present and as dealers are hungry most productive. In Texas the mass ing, through the freezer route is in- lay committee will meet tonlgli
make the final arrangements fo!
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principal naval base in the Pacific is of Pearl, harbor Impregnable and to safe and sure." Red Cross Drug Co.
puts the lungs in so bad a condition
The advertiser and the fisherman a wise
and President Taft's ac provide them with the facilities to and O. G. Schaefer.
one,
F. O, E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD are
that
consumption germs find a fer
equally fond of catch phrases.
at
tion will be approved by not only the equip, repair and supply the great
tile field for fastening on one. Stop
Tuesday evenings each month,
fleets that will depend upon them for POSTOFFICE CLERK
VisitHall.
Brotherhood
the cough Just as soon as it appears
Fraternal
military and naval experts, but by the all- - naval needs in event of war.
What Would You Do?
invited.
PLEADS NOT" GUILTY with
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ing brothers are cordially
entire
of
case
In
United
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States.
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or
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burn
The
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American
scald
wore
what
want
tne
people
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Inflamed tis
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f grain. Sola
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M.,
Albuquerque,
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are
liable
to
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secretary.
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they expect it
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speedily
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at
Malta
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far
the Mediterranean can be done in the very best possible
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All' men who can lv, a their wrath
last Thursday on the charge of em
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be
will
from
the
money
bezzling
mail,
at
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base than le Malta
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tomorrow
afternoon
wei- given
hearing
brothers
reason
always
of
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run. Visiting
to heal Withbut leavInK a by
its greater distance from Sound as the bases upon our coast
the
scar. For sale by all dealers.
the base of operations of the navy of line and Pearl harbor base almost at 2 o'clock before "Major Whiting,
come to tne wigwam.
United States commissioner, in Old
any foreign nation.
directly west of the Panama canal, Albuquerque.
jTint, sachem ; Waite . H. Davis,of
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powerful
his assistant will be here to represent
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'
hours after and Olongapo no Asiatic nation will
the government ln the case at the
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hostilities. '
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of
attack the
your cough
stops
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Once
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to the
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Charles Greenclay, president; naoDi monia and constipation. Contains no or ten days, and a siege or blockade transit of our fleets opened
from ocean to
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
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opiates. The genuine is in a yellow for any length of time would be an ocean our naval strength will be alRefuse
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resulting i
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The American republic prepares for was ably handled by Mr. Fletcher.
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Next Sunday "Aliens or Americans" Restores thai Senses of Taste i
Contains no iujir
tism, lumbago, sore and stiff muscles, world that will be without a home and her rights.
the very interesting Home Mission Eaeytotwe.
Applied into the nostrils ana
strains, sprains, cuts, burns, bruises, base of operations, as waa the squad-scald- s The American republic desires no book will be continnedV
Large Size, GO cents at Druf
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We Sold
...

AN UNEXCELLED

'

'

...

.

y

CaUiornia Strawberries
.

.

L- -

v

,

)

.

j

4

Fancy Table Peaches

'

Fancy Fresb Tomatoes

.i,

.

.

'
.

,

Y

N.

B.We

'

1

j

sold at this Sale less 25 per cent of marked price

to

in stock less 25 per

.

''

:

If not it's about time to do so.

Flour.

doubt us ask your neighbor; she uses

If you

it and will

page 6.;

-

from

i

At your

the choicest of Kansas hard wheat

grocer's or at

'

.

V

v

.

Siveo-ter- s

v

see us for special prices.

Mexico.

Las Vegas," the private land car
Land
belonging to the Gaylor-Kiefe- r
company has returned to eastern
points after having conveyed many
land buyers to Las Vegas.

'

15he

.'c?as Roller Mills
Tii one
1"!

.

--

131

1

.

YOUR SELECTION

will serve a
THANKSGIVING DINNER from 11:30
a. m., until 8 p. m. Don't miss this

lled

'

OF A GOOD BANK

;

35-ce-

JIs important, iiot onlyor the present, but
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
QThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
'
conservative banking from the day of its orV
ganization..
;

N

Thanksgiving Menu

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

U
r

H

.

' y.

JEFFERSON BA YNOLDS, President.
t
HAIXETT EA YNOLDS. Ass't Cashier
RAY1 , U)S. Cashier.
"

E. D.

Nut Dressing1,
Roast Turkey,
Cranberry Jelly
Sweet Potatoes, Onions, Turnip

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
"""S

.

Cocktail,

Sliced Tomatoes,
Chicken Pie

OF ItAB VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

'

.

'

Lettuce Salad

' Mince Pie,
Pumpkin Pie,
Fruit Cake,
Plum Pudding:,
Strawberries
Bananas, Oranges, Grapes, Pears,
Dates, Figs,
Assorted Nuts and Candies
Bents Water Crakers,

SAVED

-

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Tree from Slate or Slack

D. W., CONDON

I

Cheese all kinds,

Foot Main St

Fbone Main 21

Bar-Le-D-

We can furnish you any or all of
the above' menu besides hosts of
other goqd things not, mentioned.

if Year Aro PaHIaatar
,

..".if

1

'

of

la Your Selmotlom

Tom

mud Ooffam

.

W do not blend our own stock. We leave
iV io Chase and Sanborns experts. That is
the.bjesi3..v bur business is to sell
iLa : Best of EverylliiQg Eatable
-

'

,t

,

.

Chase

r

'

',.

i

:

that is why we are

;

;

'

land.

U-cJ-

asssi Hsk&rm

ence of the officers of Congregation
Montefiore, of which Dr. Heymann is
a member. The bouncing young son
was named Howard Winfleld Hey"
;
mann, Jr.
S. B. Warner is building a dam at
the Upper Harvey ranch and the win"THE COFFEE MAN"
ter patrons at this resort will
soon be able to enjoy skating at an
altitude of 10,000 feet above sea level.
Skating at this place will probably
continue from Thanksgiving until
March owing to the extreme cold
weather at this point during the winter months.
.
Poll Tax.
. Pay Your 8chool
A nice
I am instructed by the board of edCottage on 4th
ucation to begin with the collection St7,
62j-felot
front; fine lawn,
of school poll tar for the year 1909
a once, which is 11.00 for all able good sized barn, coal and chicken
bodied men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock shed. A bargain for anyone who-want- s
p. m. at my office, in the City Hall.
a nice home.
CHAS. TAMMB,
Secretary Board of Education.

Boucher's

For Sale

.

et

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
We WILL NOT knowing at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels, om the bar.
ly accept bundles from ins

A

t

Carstalr's rye served at the Antlers
v

only.

-

r

1

-

f

hanksgiing,i;
I'l IS'

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,

Real Estate Co. '
609 Douglas Ave.

4--

r

knf ama 1.awa

JUas Vegas

the city. At

loose

XI.

and vicinity had

selected stock consisting of
Schaffner & Marx Clothing.

?j W& rMurphy ' ind Selz

'

the

Hart
Wil- -

Johnston

son Bros, furnishings,
:

- Vit

1

opportunity to buy their winter
clothes from a so large and well

shoes;,'

Hawe8'stetson,andKnoxHat8-

-

,

,

Children's snitSand overcoats.

M. Greenberger
Proprietor

Prop.

'FT

;

3.

Special reduction in; Boy's and

4

t

tat

M.

Pabst's draught beer on Up only,
at Opera bar.

ol

i

mm

i

E. Las Vegas, N.

The best draft beer
The Lobby, of course.

7Airnw

Pure Things to Eat

rtl.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Boston Glotbiog

ft

AS :

MAIN 81

.

EARLY

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
A Trial is to Bay Here Always.

Orders

1

in

Grcasro, EzlcSsro

TRIMMINGS

you. At the Lobby, of course.

serve you.

TURKEY
AND

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to

fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY
STERILIZED -by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

3

ORDER YOUR

HS

n

.

m-

Sanborns Sole Agents

UU

Methods

i

WE WILL PLEASE YOU

Steam' Laundry
n.jiu i Ti J
Don't Be Late With Yovir Order L"jWjBa
For Tour Flowers For
'
n

1

I.

Our Sanitary

known.
We would be pleased to

Electa, Tea and Coffee,
Porfuando Cigars.

1

v

day.

.

ie First National Bank

t

Jl per

The formal naming of the young
son of Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Hermann
Clam Chowder,
Consomme, took place yesterday morning at the
Heymann home on Eighth street, un
Olives, der the auspices of the Jewish rites
Radishes,
Celery,
by the Dr. J. S. Raisin, in the pres- Sliced Cucumbers,

Oyster

v.

Of

v

Chickens

dinner; there wiir be nothing in the
city to compete with it for the money
only 25 cents.

'

i

PHONE MAIN 107

Turkeys. Ducks.
Geese and

.The Merchants Cafe

We have a fine line of vegetable
J. B. Scribner who has conducted a
dishes in all sizes, in open and covdancing school in the Elks hall at
ered. 5 & 10 cent store.
Albuquerque will move to Las Vegas
The first Friday in December will and open a school in the Fraternal
witness the annual election of officers Brotherhood hall, Wednesday, Novemof the E. Romero Hoee and Fire com ber 24th.- pany which will take place at the
hose house on the West side.
J. M. Larrazolo, a son of Attorney
O. A. Larrazolo, of this 'city, who was
Order yoar cream from T. T. seriously hurt in a street car accident
in St. Louis a week ago,' writes The
Turner.
Optic that he is improving slowly and
Special attention of the member hopes to be himself again soon. Mr,.
to Larrazolo is nursing a fractured arm
f the Commercial dub
the social dance which will be given as a result of the accident, besides
in the parlors of the club rooms to- minor injuries.
A large crowd is
morrow evening.
expected.
Beginning November 10, the Mer
chants' Cafe will serve their
The United Lans company's car meals for 25 cents. Nothing will be
LoJa." was attached to No. 10 yes changed in regard to quantity or
terday, leaving in return to Chicago quality. Everything first class, and
we make a specialty of our Sunday
and Holiday dinners. Board and room
--

L

h

s

BEFORE BUYING TOUR

y,

Contractors Mltz and McAtee will,
in about ten days, start tjie bricK
work on, the girls' dormitory of the
New Mexico Normal university. The
foundation of the building will be

THANKSG VING

recommended it. The best Flour in the City made
,

53

s

Jake Gfaaf,

Our irr ide
-

'

cent

-

"

:U:r:

Shirt Waists

Heting and cook stoves,v ranges
Dance at Cain's academy tomorrow and stove repairs.
May and Hile,
!
v
night.
Bridge street, across from Brown
Trading Co.
The Ladies' Guild will meet Tuesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
"We have some large platters in
I
SIXTH STREET
W. J. Mills, 1103 Seventh street.
the White Haviland and English decorated patterns that we are making
Seven-inc- h
white Haviland dinner a good price on. Now is the time to
plates, 25 cents each this week. 5 &' buy. 5 & 10 cent store.
'
10 cent store.
Much Interest is centered in ti NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER
The prolate court convened- - this approaching nuptials of Miss Jeanette
YOUR HOME GROWN
morning and took up many matters Danzlger daughter of Mrs. B. Dan-zlgof Importance pertaining to adminisand Simon
which
Hoffman,
,
CELERY FOR
event will take place in the presence
trations, adoptions, etc.
of immediate relatives of the family
Got the best at Nolette's barber on December 23rd at the Castaneda
hotel.
shop.

Have you pat in that order for

;

$3

;

ALL

Two carloads of Mexican laborers
passed through the city yesterday afternoon from Kansas points enroute completed about that time.

i

'
,

Children Cloaks

academy td(nptf$V night.

LOCAL.NEWS

close all of Thursday Nov. 25th Thanksgiving Day.

'

all'

lj

A good time for everybody at Cain's

See Mrs. Rlzer's ad oi

H

-

day.

IKE DAVIS

"'ALL

Ladies' Tailored Sprits

carrying a number of people who
came out to 'investigate farm lands
.'
yega. While all did not
TemperatureMaximum 66; mini- near Las iand
a' few of them did. AT
purchase
mum 34; range 82.
i
well
with what they
pleased
returned
12
a.
6
:27;
noon,
m.,
3";
Humidity
saw of the. land her and' the products
I
6 p. m., 33; mean !$2i 3
'
hi hW past year.
Forecast iair, tonignn-aniti?s- - it has yielded"
WEATHER REPORT
November 21, 1909

California Head Lettuce
Okra
Fanor Fresb Cucumbers
8nowba.ll Cauliflower '('
(jKgK tr lant
jxauve ueaa iieiiuoe
Bummer Bquasn
IB w Wax Beans'
Celery
resh Rhubarb ,'
Mango Peppers
Parsley
Radishes
Fresh Green Chili
Hubbard Squash '
Endive
Pie Pumpkin
Oyster Plant
'
Horse Radish Root
Spinage , Green Oniens
Winter Parsnips
Leek and Garlio
Carrots
TOGETHER WITH
Fresh Nuts, Mince H eat, Cider, Dates, Figs, Cheese, Candies etc.
AT THE STORE OF

V;.,.

For a Few Days Only

.

Ludwig Wml Hfeld Agent

j

SPECIAL

.

,

' Cake Cod Cranberries
Valencia Oranges
Post Limon Bananas
Fancy Red Apples
Extra Cooking Apples
Large Table Apples
'
hi
v. Imported Almeria Grapes

.

-

Cornichon Grapes
Keif sr Table Pears
Cooking Pears

Tokay Grapes
Concord Grapes
Navel Oranges

F.l3iestic Ranges Last Week

It may be Interesting to
been using a MAJESTIO
had
the
of
one
know
to
that
purchasers
you
for seyeral years, he is about to move and wishes to leave his
MAJESTIO in bis old house. Nothing but a MAJESTIC would do for
- the new home. Another purchaser who sold bis house and MAJESTIC
.
was"
Range to move into a large house where another make of Range
got tired of using same and again bought a MAJKSTIC.l A third
party bought a MAJESTIC to bf JteKvered when his house is finished
about next May. Ai present this purchaser's father, his brother, his
'
uricle, and 8 cousins use MAJESTlCS.

and Wednesday
NOTE THE ITEMS:''

Tuesda--

22, 1909

We know we made 11 iatisfled customers.

THANKSGIVING LIST
FOR

11

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

': ;

